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DISCLAIMER
This manual is being brought out as a compilation of twenty two existing and approved
manuals/guidelines developed by various agencies, pertaining to the safety and security of
children in schools and in school premises. This has been done with a view to assist various
Education Boards in India and the Schools under them to have a common understanding
regarding the basic safety and security measures/requirements need to be ensured for children. A
number of measures and steps have been recommended, initiated and put into practice through
these guidelines, in order to ensure safety and security of children within schools and in school
premises. These are provided for ready reference and as potential tools and strategies for use.
They may be utilized by themselves or with other strategies as deem prudent. It should be
understood that circumstances might require customization or improvisation of these strategies,
illustrated in this document.
In view of new circumstances and incidents, institutionsneed to assess their respective safety and
security requirements and deal with them effectively.Therefore, the manual may be relevant with
respect to the present-day scenario, however, all the institutions have to develop their
capacities and preparedness to handle unforeseen situations and circumstances.

FOREWORD
Commission is pleased to present this manual on Safety and Security of Children in
Schools. We hope that it will enable us to work together to make schools a safe place where
children can learn and grow and become responsible citizens of tomorrow.

Children are our most important resource and ensuring that they are safe and secure in
schools across our country is most important. A safe school builds a culture of safety with
awareness and vigilance along with sensitivity of issues involved.

It is very saddening when there are media reports about child sexual abuse by a teacher or
an associated staff. A teacher occupies a position of trust and plays a very important role in
moulding a child’s development. Hence, when child sexual abuse (CSA) is committed by a
teacher it completely shatters the child, both emotionally and physically. So, while physical scars
heal over a period of time, the emotional scars are carried for life, as it is a complete betrayal of
trust reposed by an innocent trusting child. Schools need to be vigilant and adopt a zero tolerance
policy towards CSA.

I am extremely happy to acknowledge the strenuous work done by the Commission and
all the stakeholders and the immense personal contribution made by Shri. Priyank Kanoongo,
Member, Education, NCPCR. I congratulate the members of the Expert group, for assisting the
Commission and consultants of NCPCR for completing this Manual.

Sd/(Stuti Kacker)

Chairperson, NCPCR
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INTRODUCTION
In their formative years, children spend more time at school than anywhere else other than their
own home. At school, children need a secure, positive, and
comfortable environment to help them learn and grow. A
safe learning environment is essential for students of all ages.
Without that they are unable to focus on learning the skills
needed for a successful education and future. The issue of
school safety is a major concern at all levels of government
from local to federal.
“School Safety” has been defined as creating safe
environment for children, starting from their homes to their
schools and back. This includes safety from any kind of
abuse, violence, psycho-social issue, disaster: natural and
manmade, fire, transportation.Emotional safety is especially
important because it is often difficult for teachers and parents
to detectemotional problems and difficulties in children.
Bullying can cause victimized students to suffer from lower
self-esteem and daily stress about their well-being.
Children require a healthy and supportive environment to
grow

and

develop.

Children

of

our

country

have

constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights to live with
dignity and to have access to education in an environment
that is safe, protective and conducive to growth and
development. Everyone in school has a role to play in
ensuring good safety, healthy and secure environment within
the school; be it teachers, special needs assistants, visitors
and contractors and students themselves.
As children spend a significant part of their childhood and
formative years in schools, it is imperative that the ambiance
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Supreme Courts Directive on
School Safety Norms in India
In a significant ruling, the Supreme
Court ordered that no new
government orprivate school would
be given affiliation if the building did
not have fire safetymeasures and
earthquake resistant structure. Pained
by the heart-rending death of93
children in a fire at a Kumbakonam
school in Tamil Nadu five years ago,
a Bench comprising Justice H Dalveer
Bhandari S Bedi said, "Children
cannot be compelledto receive
education from an unsound and
unsafe building."
Referring to painful incidents
involving death of school children due
to fire in Kumbakonam as well as
Dabwali in Haryana in 1995, the
Bench said, "It has becomeimperative
that safety measures as prescribed by
the National Building Code of India,
2005, be implemented by all
government and private schools
functioning in ourcountry."
The other directions to all state
governments are:
* All existing government and
private schools shall install fire
extinguishing equipmentwithin a
period of six months
* School buildings are to be kept
free from inflammable and toxic
material or storedsafely
* Evaluation of structural aspect of
the school building must be
carried outperiodically
* School staff must be well-trained
to use the fire-extinguishing
equipment

in schools is positive and nurturing, where they feel safe and secure on the premises and with the
care providers. Sense of safety and well being is also instilled in students when action is taken
against misconduct or abuse, such as corporal punishment, discriminatory practices, bullying and
other forms of verbal, emotional or sexual abuse, by teachers, other personnelor other students
Reportedly mostly physical harm in schools occur due to accidents such as slips, trips and falls,
manual handling and contact with equipment. While the level of reported injury is low, it is
worth noting the effect of such accidents, as in terms of time that the person being absent from
work. It is significantly higher in education sector than in any other.
In a developing country like India, several schools are located remotely and in vulnerable areas.
Many of them also fall short of responding adequately to emergency situations. There have been
inclining trends reported regarding physical or psychological harm/ mental harassment/
discrimination caused to school students as a result of accidents, bullying, corporal punishments,
harassment, stress and assault. Keeping in view of such incidents, it is important that the existing
guidelines on safety and security of children in schools include a Safety and Security Checklist,
as a ready reckoner.
This Manual on Safety and Security of children in Schools will act as comprehensive guidelines
for the Education Departments, Educational Boards, school staff, students etc. This will also
empower students to learn about safety measures.
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OBJECTIVE OF THE MANUAL
In recent past several accidents have occurred from time to time involving children while at the
school

premises.

Stakeholder

Ministries/Departments/Education

Boards

have

issued

circulars/instructions to the Schools on Safety and Security of Children in Schools. To make a set
of comprehensive guidelines on Safety and Security of children in schools a manual has been
developed by NCPCR for students, teachers and staff to introduce them to the themes of safety
and prevention.
Objective of this manual is
•

To provide relevant information collated from various existing guidelines on the Safety
and Security of Children in Schools.

•

To inform and equip relevant stakeholders in monitoring the measures of school safety
and security, so as to ensure the Safe and Secure environment for the children in schools.

•

To facilitate awareness generation and building capacities of relevant stakeholders i.e.
school management, teachers, staff and other personnel, SMC/PTA and students on
safety and security of children in school.



To highlight the roles and responsibilities of teachers and other school staff of the school
ensuring safety .
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SCOPE / APPLICABILITY
This Manual is meant for all the stakeholders including the relevant ministries, departments,
educational boards/ institutions, schools (heads/employees) and students.

LIMITATION OF THE MANUAL
While every effort was made to cover all the aspects of safety and security of children in schools
and to provide recommendations to the schools, it is important to mention that some
circumstances might require additional strategies beyond those illustrated in this document. This
Manuel requires periodical updation, in order to make it relevant. The manual has also made an
effort to highlight the basic essential standards required to be put in place by relevant authorities,
in order to ensure the safety and security of children while in school/ in school premises/school
transports.

HOW TO USE THE MANUAL
To ensure safety and security of children in schools, various circulars, guidelines, notifications,
government orders, manuals etc have been issued from time to time by various
ministries/departments/organizations/institutions/education bodies/boards. NCPCR has made an
effort to collate relevant aspects from these guidelines to come out with comprehensive and
standardized guidelines for better compliance.
This Manual is divided into five main sections vis-à-vis various aspects related to the safety and
security of children in school; (1) Infrastructure (2) Health and Hygiene (3) Psycho-Social
Aspects (4) Roles and Responsibilities of Teachers and (5) Monitoring. It also provides
monitoring and implementation mechanism. A Child Safety Checklist is also included in the
Annexure of the Manual to undertake periodic safety audits of schools by various stakeholders.
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Child Safety Checklist given at the end of this Manual need to be customized by the school
authorities in consultation with SMC members, school staff, parents and students. This shall be
used for the purpose of safety audits in the schools by the Education Departments and Boards.
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Section 1
INFRASTRUCTURE
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As teachers and children spend a substantial part of their day in school, it is essential to keep
the school environment including building, premises, entrance and surroundings that comprise
broader term ‘Infrastructure’ safe and secure. It is important to see that school buildings are
built to be more resilient to hazards and ensure “life safety”. In similar way, school
administration, staff, teachers as well as students need to be better aware and prepared to
respond to any catastrophe, natural or man-made, so that any damage - injury or loss of life and
property - can be reduced, if not completely avoided.

School infrastructure includes many components viz., physical structures such as school
building, playground, water bodies (if any), electrical and fire safety mechanisms, school
transport etc. This section examines some of the existing guidelines to see what are the
specifications mentioned in them in order to ensure and maintain a safe school infrastructure,
where children will be safe and secure.

1. School building
Many guidelines suggest steps to keep school building safe for children.
I. Building needs to be certified as safe for housing the students by the local authoritiesThe school buildings shall preferably be a ‘A’ Class construction with brick/stone
masonry walls with RCC roofing. Where it is not possible to provide RCC roofing only
non-combustible fireproof heat resistance materials should be used.

II. The nursery and elementary schools should be housed on the ground floor and the
maximum number of floors in school buildings shall be restricted to three including the
ground floor.

III. The School building shall be free from inflammable and toxic materials, which if
necessary, should be stored away from the school building.

IV. The staircases, which act as exits or escape routes, shall adhere to provisions specified in
the National Building Code of India 2005 to ensure quick evacuation of children.
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V. The orientation of the buildings shall be in such a way that proper air circulation and
lighting is available with open space all round the building as far as possible.

VI. Existing school buildings shall be provided with additional doors in the main entrances as
well as the class rooms if required. The size of the main exit and classroom doors shall be
enlarged if found inadequate.

VII. School buildings have to be insured against fire and natural calamities with Group
Insurance of school pupils.

VIII. Kitchen and other activities involving use of fire shall be carried out in a secure and safe
location away from the main school building.

IX. All schools shall have water storage tanks, duly covered and protected.

X. CCTV in schools needs to be monitored and maintained regularly.

2. Classroom
The guideline issued by the Ministry of HRD, talks about class room safety.
The Class rooms should be white washed at periodic intervals and dusted regularly to maintain
the class room hygiene. The windows should be secure and there should be no broken glass or
fittings hanging loose. Black board in the class room may be hung, placed in a three legged stand
to keep on a chair. Black boards are also attached to the wall of the classroom. In case of loosely
placed black board in the classroom, there is a possibility of accidents, both minor and major, to
the children while moving around in the class room.
While constructing school building, provision of adequate ventilators and windows in the class
should be considered. Air flowing through the ventilators keeps the class room airy and fresh and
the children also feel fresh and energetic to get involved in the teaching learning process. Class
room floor should not be broken or uneven and may need to be repaired/ maintained from time to
time.
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3. Laboratory
Laboratories in school must be positioned as per the rules, as mentioned below.
I.
II.

The space for free mobility for students in case of an emergency must be maintained.
The chemicals and instruments must be kept safely beyond the easy access of children and
should be used only under supervision.

III.

A first aid box must be made available in the lab.

IV.

There should be an exhaust facility for the gases.

V.

The school team must be trained to meet any emergency in the laboratory.

4. Kitchen
I.

The Kitchen cum Store should be located in a clean and open place and free from filthy
surroundings and should maintain overall hygienic environment.

II.

The premises should be clean, adequately lighted and ventilated and have sufficient free
space for movement.

III.

Floors, ceilings and walls must be maintained in a sound condition. They should be smooth
and easy to clean with no flaking paint or plaster.

IV.

The floor and skirted walls should be washed as per requirement with an effective
disinfectant. The premises should be kept free from all insects. No spraying should be done
during the cooking of Mid Day Meal, but instead fly swats/ flaps should be used to kill
flies getting into the premises. Windows, doors and other openings should be fitted with
net or screen, as appropriate to make the premise insect free. The water used in the cooking
shall be potable.

V.

Continuous supply of potable water should be ensured in the premises. In case of
intermittent water supply, adequate storage arrangement for water used in food or washing
should be made.
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VI.

Arrangements for cleaning of containers, tables, working parts of machinery, etc. should
be provided. vii. All utensils should be kept clean, washed, dried and stored at the Kitchen
cum store to ensure freedom from growth of mold/ fungi and infestation.

VII.

All utensils should be placed well away from the walls to allow proper inspection.

VIII.

There should be efficient drainage system and there should be adequate provisions for
disposal of refuse.

IX.

Potential sources of contamination like rubbish, waste water, toilet facilities, open drains
and stray animals should be kept away from kitchen.

X.

Kitchen should be separate from classrooms, preferably located at a safe, but accessible
distance. The current norm for a kitchen shed is 20 sq.m of floor space for every 100
children enrolled and thereafter 4 sq. m for every additional 100 children.

XI.

As far as possible, the layout of the Mid day Meal kitchen should be such that food
preparation/processes

are

not

amenable

to

cross-contamination

from

washing

vegetables/cereals/Pulses/ etc). Floors, ceilings and walls must be maintained in a sound
condition to minimize the accumulation of dirt, condensation and growth of undesirable
molds.

XII.

Floors should be sloped appropriately to facilitate drainage and the drainage should flow in
a direction opposite to the direction of food preparation. Adequate control measures should
be in place to prevent insects and rodents from entering the processing area from drains.
Windows, doors & all other openings to outside environment should preferably be covered
with wire-mesh or insect proof screen as applicable to protect the premise from flies and
other insects / pests / animals. xiv. Ventilation systems natural and /or mechanical
including air filters, exhaust fans, wherever required, should be designed and constructed
so that air does not flow from contaminated areas to clean areas.
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XIII.

A display board mentioning do's & don'ts for the CCHs should be put up inside at a
prominent place in the premise in local language for everyone's understanding.

XIV.

Properly constructed chimneys are required in the kitchens. Chimneys should not be the
entry point of insects; reptile’s etc. Fuel (kerosene/fuel wood/ charcoal/LPG) should be
stored/installed safely, so that there is no fire hazard. Smokeless chulhas should be used to
the extent possible. The Kitchen should have full visibility with sunlight or artificial light.

XV.

If kerosene/gas is used for cooking, the CCHs should be specifically trained in safe
handling of stoves, gas cylinders, etc. Raised platform for cooking, adequate light, proper
ventilation and arrangement for drainage and waste disposal. The dustbin should have a lid
and should be always covered.

XVI.

The Right to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act 2009 provide the legal
framework for the quality education in India and mandates minimum norms and standards
for infrastructure in schools including kitchen cum store.

5. Toilets
Many documents including RTE Act, 2009 and MHRD circular to the States talk specifically
about toilet standards to be maintained in schools.
I.

Toilets must be located within the school premises

II.

There must be separate toilets for girls and boys

III.

Separate toilets for children, staff, support staff

IV.

There must be separate toilets for visitors

V.

Every school needs to maintain number of toilets as per prescribed norms(according to
affiliation by laws of respective board)

VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Toilets must be kept open for the use by children
Separate toilets, as per the norms, must be available/ accessible for children with disabilities.
All the toilets preferably need to have running water facility.
Availability of soaps etc. for washing hands-should be ensured by the school.
All the toilets must have doors for ensuring safety and privacy of children
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XI.

The school needs to have clean and working method of disposing waste materials, especially
for girls.

XII.

Toilets must be cleaned on daily basis.

6. Drinking Water
Guidelines by CBSE, MHRD circulars and Navodaya School highlight the importance of
provision of clean drinking water in schools.
I.

Safe and adequate drinking water should be made available to the children within the
school premises.

II.

Safety/quality of water must be checked on regular basis by the concerned authority.

7. Electrical System and Safety
Several guidelines point out the importance of electric safety measures that need to be ensured in
schools.
I.
II.

All the electrical systems in school must be checked periodically.
Ensured limited access to the area of electrical installation only to those who are
required.

III.

The electric wiring and points are to be kept in order. In case of any uncovered live wires
find, the wiring must be changed and electricity disconnected till such defects are set
right.

IV.

The electrical distribution boxes should be locked and the keys should be kept only under
the custody of electrician or the person in charge.

V.
VI.

Immediate necessary measures should be taken to repair the loose wiring/connections.
In case of any such need electric gadgets should be handled by responsible employee of
the School.

VII.

In few cases trees are placed just below the electric line whenever the branches grow it
touches to the LT line and sparks dangerously. It should be checked regularly and
branches should be dressed off in such a way that it will not touch to the electric wire any
time.

VIII.

Students should be warned not to touch electric poles.
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8. Fire Safety Management
Fire Safety is another important safety aspect covered under many guidelines.
I.

Every school must have a fire safety certificate, which must be validated periodically by
concerned authority

II.

School must have fire fighting systems in place to meet any emergency, including the
alarm system or smoke detection system.

III.

With the help of fire fighting agencies mock drill and training must be carried out in each
school on periodical basis.

IV.

Trained management team should be available in the school for initial fire hazard
management.

V.

The School must put on display the Fire Safety and Evacuation Plan to be followed in
case of emergency.

9. Earthquake Management
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has come out with specifications for schools
prone to various natural calamities. If schools are situated in the earthquake risk zone, following
steps must be taken
I.
II.

Necessary steps must be taken during construction of the building for earthquake safety
If required, school must modify structure in consultation with local authorities.

III.

A trained disaster management group should be available in school for initial response.

IV.

School must maintain a contact with the local disaster management authorities for
training and retraining

V.

The School must put on display the Earth Quake Management & Evacuation Plan to be
followed in case of emergency.

7. Playground
RTE Act recognizes play ground as a mandatory part of school infrastructure, in view of the
physical well-being of the students. It says as follow.,
I. The school should have a playground.
II. The playground should be maintained properly.
III. The children must get the games/ sports materials to play.
IV. The School should have a boundary wall.
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The schools that are providing specific sports or physical activity need to provide proper facilities,
trained staff and necessary equipment and materials, with respect to each of them and also need to
adhere to the respective guidelines.

8.

Minimum Standards for Safety related to Sports

NCPCR guidelines developed with SAI and NIMHANS has suggested minimum standards for
the safety of children in schools w.r.t to sports facilities:
I.

Provision of adequate medical facilities in schools is required. In case of female
trainees, provision of lady doctor/ lady nurse should be made. Tie up with local
reputed hospitals / empanelled hospitals for catering to the medical emergencies of
trainees.

II.

Adequate and sufficient food/refreshment facilities for children while they participate
in sports, as per norms fixed by SAI.

III.

Provision of counselling services for the children who take part in these activities,
periodically.

IV.

The PT teacher and staff of school, should take the responsibility to monitor the
system set up to address emergency pertaining to sports persons.

V.

School that are providing specific sports should comply with relevant safety
measures as per guidelines of SAI.

9.

Boundary Wall and Gates

RTE Act (2009) mandates that every school should have boundary wall/fencing. Kendriya
Vidyalaya as well MHRD guidelines provide details on this.
I.

Boundary wall should be of sufficient height so that no one can scale it down and should
be got fixed with concertina wire.

II.

Boundary wall should have 3-4 gates preferably on the walls of different sides so as to
ensure free, convenient and prompt exit in emergency.

III.

However, entry of outsides should be allowed only through single gate properly manned by
the guards. That single gate should have telephone connection (so as to enable the guard to
inform the police directly in exigency).
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IV.

Special surveillance and safety measures should be taken before actual entry and exit time
of the school.

V.
VI.

At exit time of staff and students as many as gates available be used for dispersal.
The main gate should remain locked after entry of students and staff. Entry of the parents
and visitors should be permitted only through small doors after verifying their identity
through window during well notified schedule intervals, as such vehicles of visitors should
not be allowed inside the campus.

10. School Premises and Surroundings
KVS and NVS guidelines talk extensively about ensuring safety of the children in school
surroundings and while a festival or celebration is being carried out in schools,
I.

The School should maintain a distance from railway tracks to provide a safe environment.
If school is located near any rail track, impact of such locations on the school structure
should be examined by the local authorities for the safety of the students before issuance
of structural safety certificate.

II.

The School should maintain a distance from industry or chemical factory to provide a
safe environment.

III.

If school located near an industry or a chemical factory producing fatal chemical
products, each member including teacher, student and other staff must be made aware
about different chemical product and precaution to be taken in case eventualities from
the leakage of chemicals in this area.

IV.
V.

First aid and other medical systems in place to safeguard school students
Each member of school including students must be made aware on periodical basis about
the procedures to be adopted in case of any emergency.

VI.

No liquor/opium/bhang shop should be allowed to operate in proximity of school.

11. Barrier Free Access for Children with Disabilities
MHRD circular to the states / SSA framework for implementation of RTE Act specifically
highlights the importance of making the school environment safe for children with disabilities
and special needs.
1.

Ramps must be constructed to provide access to the following places.
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 Entry to the school
 Classrooms
 Toilets
 Playground
 Library
 Canteen
 Auditorium/hall
 Floor to floor
2.

Railings need to be provided on the both sides of ramp.

3.

The school needs to make provision for children (children with visual impairment and low
vision) to move around in the school safely and independently.

4.

The school should make provision to provide a school map in Braille indicating all the
facilities including classrooms, common rooms, library , toilets etc that may be suitably placed
at the main gate of the school or at any other suitable place. In addition, all the classrooms
should have the signage in Braille for children with visual impairment.

5.

An emergency and evacuation plan of the school should also be in Braille.

6.

Also it is important to;
I. List of all children with disabilities in school must be prepared
II. Training must be provided to teachers and other staffs to understand their limitations and
procedures to help them in the event of any emergency.
III. There should be a designated official in the school who is entrusted with the exclusive
responsibility of their needs in any emergency.

12. Measures to Prevent Children from Dangers of Water and
Drowning
Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti (NVS) and Kendriya Vidyalay Sanghatan (KVS) in their guidelines
have explained steps to be taken to avoid danger of children from drowning.

I.

The wells and ponds if exist in the campus are to be provided with protective wall and
iron grills covering the well and the movements of the students should be restricted
towards it.
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II.

Children should not be allowed to go towards the nearby river, canals, ponds and railway
tracks and to take bath using water from the overhead tanks by climbing on the terrace.
Fencing should be provided to the steps of overhead tank to avoid children climbing over
head tank.

III.

Movements of children are to be strictly watched through formation of groups by school
authorities.

IV.

Children should not be permitted to go outside the School premises during the school
hours.

V.

The presence of the students in the School campus at all times should be strictly enforced.
Strict discipline and to check the unauthorized absence of the students from the School is
to be given paramount importance.

VI.

The root cause for such behaviour of the child must be ascertained, parents should be
informed accordingly and corrective steps should be taken.

VII.

For certain ritual and functions which are observed in the school, necessary precautions
and arrangements to be made in advance. Children should not be permitted to go on
rallies for immersion of idols in tanks, ponds and wells etc.

VIII.

No procession should be allowed to move from school out of the campus in the eve of
any religious celebrations.

IX.
X.

No swimming pool will be constructed without prior permission of competent authority.
If swimming pool is constructed in school premises, it must be constructed as per the
prescribed norms of competent authority and should also be maintained as prescribed.

13. Safety from Constructional Hazards
NVS, KVS and CBSE guidelines are highlighting the precautions to be taken when any
construction work is taking place in school premises.
I.

School must obtain necessary permission from the local authorities for the constructional
and repair work.

II.

The constructions must be planned during the lean time of students' presence in the school.

III.

Barricades and signboards must be installed in the construction area prohibiting the
movement of students.

IV.

Water storage sources for such constructions must be covered to prevent small children
from any possible mishap.
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14. Safety during Celebration of Festivals
I.

Adequate precautions should be taken with regard to the movement of children inside the
campus during celebration of festival days in schools.

II.

Teachers should be put on duty to organize the activities as per scheduled plan.

III.

Special care should be taken to see that children do not move, around the hazardous and
dangerous points.

IV.

No procession should be allowed to move from out of the school campus on the eve of
such celebrations.

V.

Wherever the immersion of idol etc. is involved during festival, the Principal should
ensure that the image/idols are handed over by the students in the Campus itself and the
Principal shall arrange for immersion through outsider/security personnel.

VI.

All staff members are required to be properly briefed before commencement of any
programme regarding safety of children.

15. Safety in School Transports
Another important area that needs supervision and specific measures is the transport facility
(school as well as own transport) that children use to commute to school. CBSE has
specifically issued a circular towards ensuring children’s safety in school transport, based on
the Supreme Court Guidelines on this.
As per the notification no.G.S.R.868(E) issued by Ministry of Road Transport and Highways,
GOI, School Bus was defined as, “a vehicle with a seating capacity of thirteen passangers and
above excluding driver, degigned and constructed specially for children going school.”

A. Exterior of the Bus
I.

All the school buses must be painted with uniform colour preferably Yellow with the
name of the school written prominently on both sides of the bus so that these can be
identified easily.

II.

The word "School Bus" must be written on the back and front of the bus if it is hired
bus, "On School Duty" should be clearly indicated.
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III.

Telephone numbers of the school and/or telephone numbers of any contact person
shall also be written prominently in a prominent place in each school bus so that in
case of necessity the public can inform the school authority/police or other authorities

B. Fixture and furniture of the Bus
I.
II.
III.

The windows of Bus should be fitted with horizontal grills and with mesh wire.
The doors of the Bus should be fitted with reliable locks that can be locked.
All school buses must be fitted with speed control devices so that they do not exceed
the speed limit of 40 Kmph.

IV.

There should be a fire extinguisher in the Bus.

C. Manpower in the Bus
I.
II.

Police verification of the staff of the bus should be done before appointing them.
There must be a qualified attendant, preferably female in the Bus to attend to
Children.

III.

Each school should designate one Transport Manager/ Coordinator who will ensure
the safety of the school children.

IV.

The provision shall also to be made by the school authorities for travelling of at least
one teacher in each school bus, keeping in view the safety of the school students all
throughout the journey and no outsider except the conductor or the said authorized
teacher or one person authorized by the guardians shall be allowed to board school
bus.

V.

Medical checkup regarding the physical fitness of the driver including the eye testing
shall be made every year.

D. Facilities in the Bus
I.
II.

Bus should have a First Aid Box.
To keep the school bags safely, there should be a space fitted under the seats or as
convenient.

III.

The buses should be fitted with alarm bell/siren so that in case of emergency
everyone can be alerted.

E. Permits
I.

The driver should have valid license and at least 5 years of experience of driving
heavy vehicles.
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II.

A driver who has been challaned more than twice in a year for offences • like red
light jumping, violation of lane discipline or allowing unauthorized person to drive
cannot be employed.

III.

A driver who has been challaned even once for the offence of over speeding, driving
dangerously or for the offences under Section 279,337,338 and 304A of the Indian
Penal Code cannot be employed. Every vehicle shall carry a suitable photograph of
the authorized driver duly certified by the RTA.

IV.

Periodical fitness certificate regarding roadworthiness of the vehicle shall have to be
obtained.

V.

Any school authority and/or driver found to have violated the provision of the Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988 and the rules framed there under as well as of the directions must
be penalized.

F. Arrangements in the Schools
I.

All the affiliated schools will make safe arrangement for boarding and de- boarding
of school children from the school bus.

II.

The school authority shall ensure that the doors of the buses remain shut while in
running condition.

III.

They will ensure that buses halt only at bus stops designated for the purpose and
within the marked area.

IV.

Refresher course for driver training so as to fine tune and increase the proficiency of
the driver shall be given to the drivers of the school buses periodically, i.e. least
twice in a year.

V.

No person shall be allowed to drive the school bus in drunken condition. Regular
check in the respect shall be undertaken by the school authorities and in case of any
doubt in that regard such drivers must be subjected to medical test immediately and
proper action including the action for cancellation of the license have to be taken.

VI.

All drivers of the school buses have to be dressed in a distinctive uniform with their
names inscribed in it.

VII.

In every school bus there shall be another qualified person to keep attending children
travelling in such buses, as conductor, who have to be , dressed in distinctive uniform
with their names inscribed in it.
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VIII.

The school authority must provide one set of mobile phone in each school bus so that
in case of emergency the bus can be contacted or the driver/conductor can contact the
police or State authority as well as the school authority.

IX.

The authority shall ensure that the school buses are not permitted to over take any
other four wheelers while carrying the school children in the bus.

X.

The School authority shall ensure that the students maintain discipline when
boarding and disembarking the bus so that no children get hurt.

XI.

Effort shall be made by the school to make necessary arrangement for parking the
school bus inside the school campus at least at the time of boarding and
disembarking. In case it is not possible to park such vehicle inside the school
campus, the buses must be parked in such a way so that it does not create any traffic
problem for other vehicles.

XII.

The school should encourage its children to conduct programmes through play,
exhibition etc. during Road Safety Week to create an awareness in public.

XIII.

Periodic feed-back from students using school Transport facility with regards to
driver/conductor be taken and records are to be maintained.

16. Clearances and Certificates
Affiliation by-laws brought out by CBSE and ICSE lists some of the certificates and clearance
documents for schools, with respect to infrastructure.

I.

Every School shall have a mandatory fire safety inspection by the Fire and Rescue
Services Department followed by issuance of a ‘no objection certificate’ to the School
as a mandatory requirement for granting permission for establishing or continuation of a
School.

II.

Periodical inspection must be carried on quarterly basis (especially during raining
seasons) to check cracks in the school structures and immediate action should be taken to
repair them.
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Section II
Health and Hygiene
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With the aim of protecting and promoting the health, hygiene and welfare of children, it is
important that each school should develop, implement and maintain an effective health and
hygiene management system. This chapter of the manual is to ensure that all the stakeholders
concerned with schools follow the prescribed guidelines for providing and maintaining healthy
and safe environment for children in school.
Good health and hygiene management system supports the delivery of high educational
standards and should be integrated into everything one does. On that premise, the manual's
general approach is a pragmatic one. With safety advice notes to aid good management practice,
and guidance in the form of model health and safety procedures and example risk assessments,
the chapter on health and safety encompasses the key points as prescribed in various guidelines/
notifications issued by the Government.
Following are the key points to ensure health service provision for children in schools viz;

1. Screening, Health Care and Referral:
The section on ‘School Health’ under the ‘Indian Public Health Standards (IPHS) Guidelines for
Primary Health Centers’, suggest the following points to ensure the safety and security of
children with respect to their health, hygiene and well-being in schools.

I.

Screening of general health, assessment of Anaemia/Nutritional status, visual acuity,
hearing problems, dental check-up, common skin conditions, Heart defects, physical
disabilities, learning disorders, behaviour problems, etc. should be periodically done in
schools, once in three months.

II.

Basic medicine kit/ first aid box should be available in the school to take care of common
ailmets prevalent among young school going children.

III.

Children, requiring specialized attention, should be referred immediately to the concerned
specialists.

IV.

Sick children once identified, should be immediately referred to the concerned doctor.
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V.

The sick child has to be attended to by a certified medical doctor. In case the doctor feels
that admission at the district hospital is necessary, this should be ensured. Parents of the
child must be intimated about the sickness of their child.

2.

Immunization
As per the ‘Indian Public Health Standards (IPHS) Guidelines,

I.

The Schools should have Immunization Programme to protect children from infectious
diseases through vaccination to protect children against diseases with the named vaccines
viz.: Measles, mumps, rubella with MMR vaccine.
a. Tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis, polio with TDaP/IPV 4 in 1 vaccine.
b. Tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis with Tdap vaccine.
c. Human papilloma virus (HPV) with HPV vaccine.
d. Meningococcal C infection with MenC vaccine etc.

II.

III.

Schools should ensure immunization as per national schedule.

Fixed day activities coupled with education about the issue should be conducted in
school.

3.

Micronutrient (Vitamin A and IFA) Management:
National Programme of Nutritional Support to Primary Education, 2006 [Mid-Day Meal
Scheme] talks about Vitamin A and IFA supplements to school children. It also says it should
also be complemented with appropriate interventions relating to micronutrient supplementation
and de-worming through administration of
I.

II.

Six monthly dose for de-worming and Vitamin –A supplementation,
Weekly iron and Folic Acid supplement Zinc and other appropriate supplementation
depending on common deficiencies found in the local area: it may be noted that only
iodized/ double fortified (iron and iodine) salt should be used for cooking. State
Governments are expected to issue detailed guidelines in this regard.

It also suggests
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I. De-worming process in schools should be done as per the national guidelines
II. There should be a biannually supervised schedule for de-worming of children in schools.
III. Prior IEC materials should be distributed amongst students and parents of the school.
IV. Siblings of students should also be covered for de-worming process, especially children in
rural settings and urban slums.

4.

Hygiene and Sanitation
Swachh Bharat and Swachh Vidyalaya guideline recommends the following steps for ensuring
hygiene and sanitation for children in schools

a. Toilets
Separate toilets for boys and girls, with one unit generally having one toilet (WC) plus 3 urinals
should be provisioned in every school. The ratio to be maintained is preferably one unit for every
40 students.
Essential components for girls and boys (separate) toilets
I.

Squatting area, with adequate availability of water for washing within toilet block.

II.

Orientation and opening for natural light and ventilation.

III.

Door with child-friendly latch.

IV.

Floor with adequate slope and maintainable durable finish.

V.

Light weight roof cover.

VI.

At least one toilet for Children with Special Needs (CWSN) with necessary provisions.
At least one incinerator in girl’s toilet block and niche to keep sanitary napkins.

VII.
VIII.

Hooks for hanging clothes.

IX.

Graphics and visuals depicting key hygiene messages.

X.

Use of water conserving techniques.

Essential components for girl’s and boy’s urinals
I.
II.

Partition between urinals.
Opening for natural light and ventilation.

III.

Screen door in at least one urinal upto1500mm height.

IV.

Floor made of ceramic tiles for easy maintenance with adequate slope and easy to maintain
durable finish.

V.

Light weight roof cover.
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VI.

Use of water conserving techniques.

b. Menstrual Hygiene Management
Similarly, Menstrual hygiene management facilities including soap, adequate and private space
for changing, adequate water for cloth washing and disposal facilities for menstrual waste,
including an incinerator or dustbins should be ensured by every school.

c. Hand Washing
MDM guidelines of MHRD highlights importance of hand washing among children in schools
and suggest the following points to ensure that.
I.

Daily hand washing with soap before Mid-Day-Meal (MDM) should be done by children
and MDM staff.

II.

Sufficient group hand washing facilities allowing groups of 10-12 students to wash hands
at the same time should be available in school.

III.

The hand washing station should be simple, scalable and sustainable, relying on usage of
minimum water. These hand washing facilities can be developed using local materials.

IV.

Group hand washing with soap sessions should be conducted before the Mid-Day-Meals
are served, and should be supervised by teachers, who emphasize good hand washing
techniques.

V.

The hand washing sessions should be used as an opportunity for delivering hygiene
messages, especially the message that hands should be washed at two critical times:
before eating and after using the toilet. The sessions can also be used to deliver messages
on sanitation and drinking-water safety.

VI.

Adequate time allocation (preferably10-12mins) before the Mid-Day-Mealtime, to ensure
that every child and teacher can wash hands with soap, conveniently.

Hand wash facility for toilets and urinals;
I. Separate Hand wash facilities for boys and girls within respective toilet blocks should
available in schools.
II. Water points should be provisioned at child-accessible height.
III. Place to keep soap should be provisioned at child-accessible height.
IV. Use of water conserving techniques should be ensured.
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Hand washing stations for midday meal/kitchen area with the following;
I.
An additional facility to wash hands before and after the Mid-Day-Meal should be
ensured.
II.

Outside or away from toilet blocks (depending on space) because it is unlikely that children
would go inside the toilets to wash hands before eating.

III.

Simple, scalable, multiple points at child-accessible height(s) for washing hands should be
ensured.

IV.

Place to keep multiple soaps at child accessible height.

V.

Connection of waste water kitchen garden/herbal garden.

d. Drinking Water
The MDM guideline also highlights the importance of provision of safe drinking water to children
in schools.
I.

Daily provision of sustainable safe drinking water and adequate water for hand-washing, in a
child-friendly way. In addition, water for school cleaning and also food preparation and
cooking. Safe handling and storage and maintenance of drinking water should be practiced
throughout the school.

II.

The school authorities should ensure that drinking water is potable and if the water is being
drawn from an underground source, necessary filtration/purification to be organized with
support from district level for portability of water.

III.

Drinking water should be at a safe distance of at least 10 meters from the bleach/soak pits
attached to school toilets or nearby toilets or from the community sewage water drain.

e. Operation and Maintenance (O & M)
Operation and Maintenance of all the above-mentioned facilities are equally important, for
desired behavior changes and subsequent results. Many steps are suggested in the Swachh
Bharat Swachh Vidyalaya guideline., regarding this.
I.

All water, sanitation and hand washing facilities need to be clean, functional and well
maintained to ensure that the intended results are achieved and capital investments made
in installing these systems are not lost.
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II.

Annual Maintenance Contracts(AMC) may be issued, which will include regular
maintenance of facilities, regular supply of cleaning materials, consumables like soap,
disinfectants, brooms, brushes, buckets etc.

III.

The AMC may include identification of repair tasks and arrangement for repair facilities.
Alternatively, some local arrangements can be made, which can include appointment of
local sweepers/cleaners, appointed by the school/district, which are provided with a
regular supply of consumables.

IV.

Regular/daily inspection of water and sanitation facilities by an appropriate group of
persons as appointed by the SMC.

f. Behavior Change Activities
It is important to bring about the desired change in children as well as other people in school, for
the optimum and right utilization of these facilities. Few suggestions are given below as per the
Swachh Bharat and Swachh School Guideline.
I.

Water, sanitation and hygiene behaviour change communication activities should be part
of the daily routine of all children.

II.

III.

Hygiene messages may be integrated into the text book curriculum or may be imparted
through supplementary reading materials, activity based learning methodologies or even
during the morning assembly sessions.
Girls must be taught menstrual hygiene management by female teachers in a sensitive and
supportive manner and also take steps to encourage and support girls during menstruation
so they do not miss school.

IV.

Other steps that can be taken to support girls include stock piling extra sanitary pads and
clothes (such as school uniforms) for emergencies, along with enhanced training
programmes for teachers.

5.

Mid-Day-Meal: Food Safety and Hygiene
Mid-Day-Meal (MDM) scheme is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme that prescribes to serve hot
cooked mid-day meal to school children studying in Classes I-VIII of Government, Government
aided schools, Special Training Centres (STC), Madarasas and Maktabs supported under the
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. This is one area where schools need to adhere to health, hygiene and
safety standards, as it directly impacts health of the children.
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The MDM guideline envisages providing cooked mid-day meal with 450 calories and 12 g of
protein to every child at primary level and 700 calories and 20 g of protein at upper primary
level. This energy and protein requirement for a primary child comes from cooking 100 g of
rice/flour, 20 g pulses and 50 g vegetables and 5 g oil, and for an upper primary child it comes
from 150 g of rice/flour, 30 g of pulses and 75 g of vegetables and 7.5 g of oil.
I.

The mid-day meal should contain adequate nutrients and should be, palatable, hygienic,
and operationally feasible. These food safety guidelines are for school level kitchens
only, where the mid-day meal is cooked for children.

II.

Quality assurance of mid -day meal and food safety should be an integral part of food
handling procedures at the school kitchen.

III.

The food provided through these kitchens should be nutritious, free from food
adulterants, contamination pathogens, artificial non food grade colours, and additives and
adhere to food safety and quality norms.

IV.

Food safety encompasses selection, handling, preparation, and storage of food in ways
that prevent food borne illness and contamination. This includes proper routines that
should be followed to avoid potentially severe health hazards.

V.

It should be ensured by schools that MDMs are free from any kind of contamination viz;
biological, physical and chemical contamination.

A. Lifting and transportation of food grains (MDM)
I.

As mandated under MDM scheme, food grains are provided by Food Corporation of
India. Food grains are to be allocated bi-annually by the Department of School Education
and Literacy with the concurrence of Department of Food and Public Distribution for
primary and upper primary school level separately.

II.

FCI is to ensure continuous availability of adequate quantity of food grains, which will be
in any case not less than of Fair Average Quality (FAQ) in its Depots. FCI will appoint a
Nodal Officer for each State to take care of various problems in supply of food grains
under the scheme.

III.

The sample (in triplicate) of stocks proposed to be lifted will be drawn jointly in the
presence of the representatives of the Collector and/or Chief Executive Officer, District
Panchayat and the FCI and the sample slips will be jointly signed and sealed. One such
sealed sample will be given to State Government representative, one will be sent to FCI
District Office and one will be retained at the depot.
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IV.

Samples of lifted food grains shall be retained for 3 months in token of quality of grains
received from FCI. In case any complaint of low quality of food grains is received within
this period, these samples can be used to ascertain the veracity of the complaint

V.

The guidelines relating to lifting and transportation of food grains are based on the
guidelines issued by MHRD vide letter no F.1-15/2009 – Desk (MDM) dated 10th
February, 2010.

B. Procurement of oil, pulses and condiments
I. Only packed dals, salt, spices, condiments and oil with AGMARK quality symbol should
be purchased.
II. Any ingredient being sold loose should never be bought.
III. The packaging and expiry date of the ingredients should be checked.
IV. Only “double fortified salt” should be used for cooking mid day meals.
V. Food grains should be stored in standard bins while, plastic food grade containers are
ideal for storage of daals, spices, condiments and other ingredients.

C. Procurement of perishable raw material
I.

Vegetable, fruits and perishable food commodities should be procured fresh and storing
for longer time/duration should be avoided.

II.

Perishable items should not be stored in plastic bags as these get spoilt quickly due to
lack of transpiration. Such items have to be stored away from sunlight, in a cool place.

III.

Zero energy cool chambers are a low cost alternative to store horticulture produce. This is
an on-farm storage chamber, for fresh fruits, vegetables to extend their marketability.
Due to their high moisture content fruits and vegetables have very short life and are liable
to spoil. The zero energy cool chambers can be constructed easily with materials like
brick, sand, bamboo, khaskhas/straw, gunny bag etc. The chamber can keep the
temperature 10-15 0 C cooler than the outside temperature and maintain about 90%
relative humidity. It is most effective during the summer.

IV.

Storage of raw materials, ingredients should be subject to FEFO (First Expire First Out)
or FIFO (First in, First Out) stock rotation system as applicable. Containers made of nontoxic materials should be provided for storage of raw materials. The food materials shall
be stored on racks / pallets such that they are reasonably well above the floor level and
away from the wall so as to facilitate effective cleaning and prevent harbouring of any
pests, insects or rodents.
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V.

No raw material or ingredient should be accepted if it is known to contain parasites,
undesirable micro-organisms, pesticides, veterinary drugs or toxic items, decomposed or
extraneous substances, which would not be reduced to an acceptable level by normal
sorting and/or processing.

VI.

All raw materials, food additives and ingredients, wherever applicable, should conform to
all the regulations and standards laid down under the relevant laws.

VII.

All raw materials should be physically checked and thoroughly cleaned. Raw materials
should be purchased in quantities that correspond to storage/ preservation capacity.
Packaged raw material must be checked for 'expiry date'/ 'best before'/ 'use by' date,
packaging integrity and storage condition.

VIII.

The supply of food grains like wheat and rice should not be stored for more than a
quarter; they may be stored in airtight bins or stacked neatly in gunny bags or bins Page 8
of 15 and stored in area free of rodents and insects.

IX.

Food grain should not be stored directly on the ground; a wooden plank should be used
for stacking of food grains.

X.

In respect of storage of other raw materials, it should be stored in bags, should be away
from the walls (about one feet) to avoid absorption of moisture; the height of the wooden
plank may be at least 8 to 12 cms above the floor.

XI.

Ingredients like double fortified salt, condiments, oils soya bean, pulses etc. should be
stored in airtight containers.

XII.

All containers should be of materials that do not impart toxicity to food. These containers
should be cleaned at regular intervals and thoroughly dried before use.

XIII.

It should be ensured that ingredients used for cooking such as food grains, pulses,
vegetables, cooking oil and condiments, are free from adulteration, contaminants, pest
and infestation.

XIV.

All stored raw materials and ingredients must be kept under dry and cool and ventilated
conditions that will prevent spoilage, protect against contamination by pathogenic
microorganisms, insects, rodents, foreign bodies, chemicals and damage. This implies
that food and non-food materials should not be stored in the same area and not all food
materials can be stored together because of risk of contamination.

XV.

Storage of fuels, disinfectants, detergents, cleaning agents should be strictly away from
the stored raw materials and under lock and key.
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6.

Mid-Day Meal: Safety and Hygiene in Preparation and Cooking
Maintaining hygiene and safety standards while preparation and cooking of meals are equally
important as ensuring the quality of food materials.

A. Food Safety measures during preparation
I.

The cereals and pulses should be manually cleaned before cooking to remove any
extraneous matter.

II.

‘Single Dish Meals’ using broken wheat or rice and incorporating some amount of a
pulse or soya beans, a seasonal vegetable/green leafy vegetable, and some amount of
edible oil will save both time and fuel besides being nutritious.

III.

Leafy vegetables when added to any preparation should be thoroughly washed before
cutting and should not be subjected to washing after cutting.

B.
I.
II.

Food Safety Measures during Cooking
Cooking must be done with the lid on to avoid loss of nutrients and contamination.
The containers should be checked for its cleanliness.

III.

Food should be served hot to children immediately after being cooked.

IV.

Vegetarian and non-vegetarian items should be segregated.

V.

Kitchen staff should be deputed at school level for the distribution of food from centralized
kitchen with proper hygienic measures. .

VI.

The school management should be encouraged to draw on the support of the community.
Gram Panchayats and School Management Committees/Village Education Committees
may be approached for involving community members in regular inspections, on a rotation
basis, to help the school management in ensuring efficient quality cooking, serving and
cleaning operations.

VII.

Support of the community members, including mothers’ groups, should also be solicited to
ensure that children wash their hands with soap before eating, use clean plates and glasses,
avoid littering and wastage of food, and rinse their hands and mouth after eating.

C.
I.
II.

Tasting of the mid-day meals by teacher
The tasting of the food by a teacher just before serving is mandatory.
The teacher is to maintain a record of tasting in a register.
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III.

SMC member should also taste the food on a rotation basis along with the teachers before
it is distributed to the children.

D.

Testing of mid-day meal

The States/UTs must consider engaging CSIR Institutes / NABL accredited laboratories and
FSSAI accredited laboratories for undertaking testing of samples of MDM for food safety and
contamination (microbial and chemical).
The school should keep the sample of the mid-day meal served to the children for next 24 hours
for the monitoring of the food safety measures.

E. Cleaning of cooking areas
I.

The floors of kitchen and the slabs should be cleaned every day before and after the food is
cooked. Special attention should be paid to the cleaning of obstructed sites including
cooking areas and at the junction of floors and walls.

II.

The cooking areas must be kept cleaned at all times. It is important that surfaces in direct
contact with food must be both clean and dry before use. Cracks, rough surfaces, open
joints etc. must be repaired as soon as possible.

F. Cleaning of utensils, equipment and other materials
I.

Cleaning accessories such as cloths, mops and brushes carry a very high risk of cross
contamination. They must therefore be thoroughly washed, cleaned and dried after use.

II.

Cleaning accessories used in the cooking area/packing area should not be used in other
parts of the kitchen.

III.

Sun drying of the cleaning accessories in a clean and tidy place should be done.

IV.

Tables, benches and boxes, cupboards, glass cases, etc. shall be clean and tidy. Cooking
utensils and crockery should be clean and in good condition. These should not be broken/
chipped.

V.

Utensils should be cleaned of debris, rinsed, scrubbed with detergent and washed under
running tap water after every operation.

VI.
VII.

Wiping of utensils should be done with clean cloth.
Clean cloths should be used for wiping hands and for clearing surfaces.
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VIII.

Cloth used for floor cleaning should not be used for cleaning surfaces of tables and
working areas and for wiping utensils.

IX.

Dust or crumb from plates or utensils should be removed into dustbin by using cloth or
wiper.

X.

Accessories and containers that come in contact with food and used for food handling,
storage, preparation and serving should be made of corrosion free materials which do not
impart any toxicity to the food material and should be easy to clean and /or disinfect.

XI.

Equipment and utensils used in the preparation of food should be kept at all times in good
order and repair and in a clean and sanitary condition. Such utensil or container should not
be used for any other purpose.

XII.

Every utensil or container containing any food or ingredient of food should at all times be
either provided with a properly fitted cover/lid or with a clean gauze net or other material
of texture sufficiently fine to protect the food completely from dust, dirt and flies and other
insects.

G. Personal hygiene, cleanliness and health checkups of Cook cum Helpers
I. Cooks and helpers should maintain a high degree of personal hygiene and cleanliness.
II. The person suffering from infectious disease should not be permitted to work.
III. Biannual health checks up should be undertaken to ensure fitness for the job of Kitchen
Staff. Cooks/helpers should report immediately to their supervisors, if they are suffering
from any disease likely to be transmitted via food, e.g. diarrhea or vomiting, infected
wounds like, skin infections, jaundice or sores.
IV. All food handlers should remain clean, wear washed clothes and keep their finger nails
trimmed, clean and wash their hands with soap/ detergent and water before commencing
work and every time after touching, raw or contaminated food or using toilet.
V. All Cook cum helpers should avoid wearing loose items that might fall into food and also
avoid touching or scratching their face, head or hair.
VI. It should be ensured that all Kitchen Staff are instructed and trained in food hygiene and
food safety aspects along with personal hygiene requirements commensurate with their
work activities, the nature of food, its handling, preparation, service and distribution.
VII. Training programmes should be regularly reviewed and updated wherever necessary.
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VIII. Chewing, smoking, spitting and nose blowing should be prohibited within the premises
especially while handling food.
IX. The Kitchen staff should have adequate and suitable clean protective clothing, head
covering hair should be tied up neatly and ensured that at work they wear only clean
protective clothes and head covering essentially during MDM operation.
X. The kitchen staff should wash their hands at least each time work is resumed and whenever
contamination of their hands has occurred; e.g. after coughing / sneezing, visiting toilet,
using telephone, smoking etc; avoid certain hand habits - e.g. scratching nose, running
finger through hair, rubbing eyes, ears and mouth, scratching beard, scratching parts of
bodies etc.- that are potentially hazardous when associated with handling food products,
and might lead to food contamination through the transfer of bacteria from the employee
to product during its preparation. When unavoidable, hands should be effectively washed
before resuming work after such actions.

H.

Pest Control
I.

Cleanliness is essential for effective control of all pests (mainly rodents, birds, and
insects).

II.

Wire mesh screens, for example on open windows, doors and ventilators, will reduce the
problem of pest entry.

III.

Generally no pesticides/insecticides should be encouraged or used in cooking area.
However if unavoidable, care must be taken to protect people, food, equipment and
utensils from contamination before these are applied.

IV.

Pesticides should always be kept in its original containers, clearly marked and be stored
in a locked storage separate from cooking ingredients storage areas. Records of
pesticides/ insecticides used along with dates and frequency should be maintained.

V.

Kitchen and the store area should be kept clean and tidy to prevent pest access and to
eliminate potential breeding sites.

VI.

Holes, drain covers and other places where pests are likely to gain access should be kept
in sealed condition or fitted with mesh / grills / claddings or any other suitable means as
required and animals, birds and pets should not be allowed to enter into the food storage
and cooking area.
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VII.

The school maintenance grant made available under the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan may be
used for this purpose.

VIII.

Adequate arrangements including installation of fire extinguishers should be made to deal
with incidents of accidental fire in the kitchen area of the school.

I. Testing of drinking water
I.

Bore water/tap water/hand-pump water is being used (in general) for cooking, drinking and
washing.

II.

Water needs to be tested for chemical as well as microbiological contamination. The testing
of water can be done in convergence with the concerned water supply/Public Health
Engineering departments of the States/UTs.

7.

Promoting Wholesome and Nutritious Food and Restricting/
Limiting the Availability of Foods High in Fat, Sugar and Salt
(HFSS Foods/Junk Food) among School Children
Guidelines issued by FSSAI on HFSS need to be strictly followed by all the schools to restrict
ban ‘Junk Food ‘within School and close proximity of the school as per the guidelines.
I.

Restrict / Limit the Availability of most common HFSS Foods in Schools and area within
50 meters The objective is to restrict/limit the consumption/availability of most common
HFSS food as per indicative list in the school premises, where the child is without parental
supervision.

In

schools

and

nearby

areas

of

50

meters,

restrict/limit

the

availability/consumption of most common HFSS foods (Items as below) that are widely
promoted and advertised, easily accessible to children, and are standardized processed
foods. The identified foods are based on an evaluation done out of available similar foods
in India. They are considered unhealthy due to imbalance in nutrients, i.e., high in fat,
sugar, salt and/or low in proteins, fibers and nuts.
i.

Chips, fried foods

ii.

Sugar sweetened carbonated beverages

iii.

Sugar sweetened non-carbonated beverages

iv.

Ready-to-eat noodles, pizzas, burgers

v.

Potato fries
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vi.
II.

Confectionery items

Steps should be initiated to develop a nationwide programme for identification of further
foods based on the above criterion and inform schools accordingly.

III.

Besides the listed foods, another food category of concern is the non-standardized deep
fried foods such as samosa, chana bhatura, etc. that are available in the school canteens and
nearby areas.

IV.

The school management must ensure regulation of such foods through canteen policies that
promote healthy, wholesome and nutritious foods.

V.

Schools that have canteen facility, need to develop a Canteen Policy to provide nutritious,
wholesome and healthy food in canteens and should not treat them as commercial outlets.

VI.

A suitable canteen policy that enables nutritious, wholesome and healthy foods to children
should be developed in consultation with health ministry and education ministry.

VII.

The school canteen policy should consider, for the sake of easy understanding, introducing

8. Substance Abuse Prevention Programme suggests
I.

School based activities to prevent the use of harmful substances such as tobacco, alcohol,
and drugs

II.

Schools need to provide information material, organise staff/student workshop, in class
lessons, student and family consultations and may suggest referral for therapeutic
counselling

III.

Awareness and orientation of parents, sensitization of staff members and workshops for
students also can be arranged
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Section III

PSYCHO SOCIAL ASPECTS
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In order to ensure physical safety of children in schools, settings must be free from violence and
unsafe health conditions that directly impact children’s’ physical health and survival. Safety
issues include freedom from exposure to environmental hazards, infectious agents, and both
unintentional and intentional injuries. Just as physical safety of children in schools is important,
so is psychological safety. Children that are victims of violence, as well as those who witness
violence, show continuing symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). These symptoms
include depression, dissociative reactions, and feelings of helplessness, emotional deregulation,
aggression, intrusive thoughts, and flashbacks.
A chronic pattern of psycho-social maltreatment destroys a child’s sense of self and personal
safety. Corporal punishment amounts to abuse and militates against the freedom and dignity of a
child. It also interferes with a child’s right to education because fear of corporal punishment
makes children more likely to avoid school or to drop out altogether. Hence, corporal
punishment is violative of the right to life with dignity.1Same is the case of violence among peers
and groups of children that inflict physical as well as psychological fears and scars in children.

The School shall provide the right ambience and climate to the students to develop and enrich
talents to facilitate total development of personality. To develop a creative human being in a
fearless environment schools should encourage teachers to adopt alternative strategies to
corporal punishment.2

1. Corporal Punishment
As per the provisions of RTE Act 2009, the corporal punishment may be identified as physical
punishment, mental harassment or discrimination. Corporal punishment will also include all
forms of sexual offences as per the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act. That
means if an act of sexual abuse as defined in POCSO Act, 2012 and POCSO (Amendment) Act,
2019 is inflicted on a child as a means of corporal punishment, the provisions of violation of
POCSO Act, 2012 and POCSO (Amendment) Act, 2019 shall also be applicable against the
offender.

“Physical punishment” is any action that may causes pain, injury and discomfort to a child
including causing physical harm to a child with hand or cane/ stick, making children assume an
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uncomfortable position e.g. standing on bench or holding ears through legs, detention in the
classroom, library or any closed space in the school etc.1
“Mental harassment” is any non-physical treatment that is detrimental to the psychological
wellbeing of a child e.g. sarcasm that hurts or lower the child’s dignity, calling names and
scolding using humiliating adjectives, intimidation, using derogatory remarks on the child,
ridiculing the child on background or status or parental occupation, belittling a child in
classroom due to his/her inability to meet the teacher’s expectations of academic achievement
etc. 2
“Discrimination” is understood as prejudiced views and behaviour towards any child because of
her/his caste/gender, occupation or region and non-payment of fees or for being a student
admitted under the 25% reservation to disadvantaged groups or weaker sections of society under
the RTE, 2009. It can be latent; manifest; open or subtle. It includes but is not restricted to the
following:
I.

Bringing social attitudes and prejudices of the community into the school by using
belittling remarks against a specific social group or gender or ability/disability;

II.

Assigning different duties and seating in schools based on caste, community or gender
prejudices (for example, cleaning of toilets assigned by caste; task of making tea assigned
by gender); admission through 25% reserved seats under the RTE; or non-payment of any
prescribed fees;

III.
IV.

Commenting on academic ability based on caste or community prejudices;
Denying mid-day meal or library books or uniforms or sports facilities to a child or group
of children based on caste, community, religion or gender;

V.

Deliberate/wanton neglect.

Further section 8 and 9 of the RTE Act casts a duty on all concerned to ensure that any child belonging to
weaker section or to disadvantaged group is not discriminated. Against and prevented from pursuing and
completing elementary education on any ground. Ministry of HRD, Department of School Education
and Literacy have issued detailed guidelines for implementation of section 8 and 9 of the RTE Act
which inter alia provide that-

1

Guidelines for Eliminating Corporal Punishment in Schools- NCPCR
http://www.ncpcr.gov.in/view_file.php?fid=108

2
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VI.

The school shall prohibit all persons and authorities of the school from harassing or
victimizing any child belong to weaker section and disadvantaged group

a) By announcing, verbally or otherwise in the class, the names of the community or castes or
tribes of the students.
b) By labeling such students as reserved category in the class.
c) By passing derogatory remarks indicating social, economic or other background as reason
of under performance in the class;
d) By allotting differential time to such students to meet teacher as compared to other
students;
e) By allotting differential time to such students to meet teacher as compared to other
students.
f)

By treating them separately in utilizing the sports and other facilities.

2. Bullying, Intimidation and Isolation3
Bullying can be directly from the bully to the victim (e.g., through physical intimidation or
attacks, verbal abuse, unwanted attention and advances, damaging property), or it can be indirect
(e.g., through spreading malicious rumours). It can also include cyber-bullying (e.g., sending
unpleasant SMS messages, photographs or emails, to the victim or to others). Bullying has
severe detrimental effects on those who are bullied. The effects can be immediate. They can also
be long-term and can cause lifelong damage. In every bullying situation, there are typically three
key parties: the victim, the bully or bullies, and those who stand by (by-standers), who are aware
of the bullying. Each of these three parties is affected negatively by bullying. The responsibility
of preventing any undesirable aspect of bullying and ragging rests jointly and also individually
on all stakeholders, which includes the head of the institution teacher, non-teaching staff,
students, parents and local community. A systematic response to the bullying problem is needed
within the schools.
Some indicative interventions which schools might consider are outlined below: 4
I.

The message that “Bullying is strictly prohibited inside the school premises and no such
act will go unnoticed or unpunished” may be clearly stated in the school prospectus and
other guidelines circulated by the school.

3
4

Guidelines for prevention of Bullying and Ragging in Schools, Reg: (D.O. No. 12-19/2012-RMSA-I)CBSE
Guidelines for prevention of Bullying and Ragging in Schools, Reg: (D.O. No. 12-19/2012-RMSA-I)CBSE
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II.

Schools must create an amiable environment and positive school climate where learning
can take place peacefully. They must build a trusting, respectful relationship among
students, school administration and families. They should provide a confidential way for
students to report about any incident which is of concern to them. Structures and
procedures must be established to provide accessible, confidential, secure and effective
means of reporting incidents of bullying, for victims and for bystanders who are aware of
it taking place and to identify and manage incidents of bullying, including appropriate
counselling and sanctions/ punishments on those engaged in bullying.

III.

An Anti- Bullying Committee may be constituted in school, comprising of VicePrincipal, a Senior teacher, School Doctor, Counsellor, PTA representative, School
Management representative, Legal representative, Peer Educators etc whose roles and
responsibilities would include:
a. development and review of School Bullying Prevention Plan,
b. development and implementing bullying prevention programmes,
c. developing training programmes for staff, students, and parents,
d. creating awareness through various programmes
e. being vigilant and observing signs of bullying and responding quickly and sensitively
f. names and contact numbers of members of the committee should be clearly displayed
everywhere in the school premises, etc.

IV.

Arrangements for a Counsellor for Primary, and Middle, and for Secondary and Senior
Secondary school may be made where possible, occurrence of acts of bullying and
ragging has more probability in case of residential schools due to the amount of time
spent together by students, making it essential that Counsellors and Wardens in boarding
and residential schools need to be sensitized to the changing dynamics of student
interaction. They should be empathetic and approachable so that students can confide in
them. The school management may appoint “Sentinels/ Monitors/Peer Educators”. These
sentinels may be from the prefectorial/ school council board of the schools, Life Skills
trained Peer Educators or those who had been victims of bullying. Sentinels should be
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keen observers and thoroughly trained for ‘risky situations’. They must report cases of
bullying in a non-threatening/polite manner.
V.

The right attitude is formed only during the formative period of schooling. Thus it is
5

necessary that students are sensitized about human rights, democratic values, respect for

diversity and equality, and respect for privacy and dignity of others. Schools must take
initiative to conduct activities to educate and develop the understanding of students, staff
and parents about the problem and effects of bullying. It is essential that schools take
initiatives to provide Adolescence Education, Values Education, Human Rights, Gender
Sensitivity and Awareness. Life Skills education including- building of positive SelfEsteem, Empathy, Interpersonal Communication skills, coping with stress and emotions,
dealing with anger, and resisting peer pressure need to be conscientiously taken up in the
activity periods. These can take the form of role-plays, street- theatre (nukkad-natak),
group-discussions, debates, special assemblies in schools, poster competitions, etc. Antibullying campaigns and training programmes may also be organized.
VI.

The family background and values play a very crucial role in emotional and
psychological well being of a child. The role of parents must be reinforced in Parent
Teacher Meetings and representation in various other school Committees. There is a need
for orientation and sensitization of the community and thus parents should also be
oriented. Parents must be motivated to support the school in bullying-prevention efforts.
They must be sensitized to report in confidence about any act of bullying which is
brought to their notice by their child. Orientation programmes may be conducted for the
school staff and teachers on regular basis.

VII.

The methods of intervention are as important as methods of prevention. It is
recommended that there be a graded response system to address the cases of bullying and
a clearcut process needs to be followed by schools as there might be cases which deserve
utmost attention and stringent action. The responsibility and authority of school
administration must be defined. The implications of neglect must also be clearly defined.
School’s decision, taken after following process of fair investigation, should not be
ordinarily challengeable.

VIII.

Comprehensive guidelines may be developed for School Management which may
includes the various mechanisms for the positive engagement of children.

5

Guidelines for prevention of Bullying and Ragging in Schools, Reg: (D.O. No. 12-19/2012-RMSA-I)CBSE
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IX.

It is the responsibility of the school that the post-bullying atmosphere is calmed down.
The school must be cautious that the victim/bully is not branded and he/she might be
given opportunities for change.

X.

It is very critical to promote an atmosphere of confidence and trust among every student
and to provide a platform to students where they can raise their concerns. A confident
reporting system may be established that allows students to report victimization. Schools
should keep a complaint /suggestion box and regularly monitor the feedback received.
The necessary issues may be discussed and appropriately addressed. If there are any good
suggestions received from the students, these should be announced in assemblies and be
articulated in school functions. Strategies may be developed to reward students for
positive behaviour. For younger children, age appropriate communication strategies
should be developed and teachers should engage in dialogue with them to identify any
problem. The role of class teacher, counsellor, school nurse/doctor may be enriched and
children should be motivated and made aware with whom they can discuss such matters
with confidentiality.

XI.

Engage all students, teaching and non-teaching staff and parents in the effort against
bullying on a continual basis, as part of the moral and administrative fabric of the school.

3. Abuse
The World Health Organization(WHO) defines child abuse and child maltreatment as "all
forms of physical and/or emotional ill-treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment
or commercial or other exploitation, resulting in actual or potential harm to the child's health,
survival, development or dignity in the context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or
power
Child abuse includes among other things:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Physical abuse/ Violence
Emotional abuse
Neglect/ Ill-treatment,
Sexual abuse

A. Abuse in the context of schools
Children need a healthy and supportive environment to grow and develop. All children have
a right to live in dignity and have access to education that is safe, protective and conducive to
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growth and development. Further, the school environment is associated with overall growth
and development, cognitive behavior as well as safety and security of a child. Therefore,
while efforts are being made towards the enrollment of children in schools; the same needs to
be supported by interventions tackling the concerns of abuse/maltreatment/neglect of
children in schools

B. Recognizing child abuse
Every form of maltreatment (e.g., physical abuse, neglect, sexual abuse, and emotional
maltreatment) may be inflicted on school-age children.
Indicators of possible maltreatment can be picked up by observing children’s behavior at
school, recognizing physical signs and noticing family dynamics during routine interactions
with parents.
Physical signs of maltreatment are those that are readily observable. They may be mild or
severe, such as numerous, deep bruises or broken bones, or more subtle, such as malnutrition
or the wearing of inappropriate clothing (e.g., a lack of warm clothing in winter).Behavioral
indicators may exist independently or may accompany physical indicators.
There might be sexual behaviors in young children indicating sexual knowledge not
ordinarily possessed by young children. Being victimized by abuse also may result in
inappropriate behavior, such as sexual or physical aggression toward younger children.
Teachers are in an excellent position to notice behavioral indicators.
1.

Physical Abuse/Violence
Physical abuse of children includes any non accidental physical injury caused by the child’s
caretaker. It may include injuries sustained from burning, beating, kicking, punching, and so
on. Physical abuse may result from extreme disciplinary actions or from punishment that is
inappropriate to the child’s age or condition or from peer violence or bullying.
Some children are more susceptible to being maltreated than others and require a great deal
of care (e.g., disabled or developmentally delayed children), and others may be difficult to
raise (e.g., hyperactive children, children with behavioral problems).

2.

Neglect
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Neglect often leaves no visible scars; it is more likely to go undetected. Neglect is the most
common type of maltreatment that children experience and has consequences that are just as
serious as physical abuse.
The school should ensure that no instance of neglect or mal-treatment of children happen in
the school.
3.

Sexual Abuse
Sexual abuse is defined as inappropriate sexual behavior with a child.
In some cases, there will be clear physical contact between the offender and the child such
as fondling a child’s genitals, making the child fondle the adult’s genitals, intercourse,
incest, rape, sodomy, exhibitionism, sexual exploitation, or exposure to pornography. Sexual
abuse also may be committed by a person under the age of 18 when that person is either
significantly older than the victim or when the perpetrator is in a position of power or
control over the child.
Child Sexual Abuse can also occur without any contact between the offender and the child
such as showing pornographic videos or pictures to the child, using the child in
pornographic material, verbal abuse, making lewd gestures to the child, playing sexualized
games, following the child or chatting with sexual intent with the child over the Internet etc.
It should be ensured by the school that there is zero tolerance observed on any matter related
to sexual abuse of a child. Stringent action shall be taken against the perpetrator as per the
law.

4. Salient features of POCSO Act, 20126
With a view to ensure the healthy physical, emotional and social development of the child
and to protect children from offences of sexual assaults and sexual harassment and for
matters connected therewith, Government of India has notified the Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 (32 of 2012) along with Rules framed there under which
have come into force w.e.f. 14th November, 2012.

6

Guidelines- Safety and Security of Students- Navodaya vidyalaya Samiti
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I. Sections 5, 6, 9 and 10 of the POCSO Act, 2012 including the provisions of the POCSO
(Amendment) Act, 2019 define various sexual offences against children and the penalties
prescribed for such offences.
II. Sexual offences committed by persons who are in the management or staff of educational
institutions and persons in position of trust and authority over children are liable for
higher penalties as per provisions of this Act. Further Sections 19(1) and 21(2) of the Act
cast a duty on the teachers and management of the educational system to report instances
of child sexual abuse along with the penalties for failure in reporting such offences.
III. The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 has defined sexual offences
against children.
IV. These offences include penetrative sexual assault and sexual assault (Section 7 of the
POCSO Act, 2012 and Section 3 as per the Amendment Act, 2019), aggravated
penetrative sexual assault and aggravated sexual assault (Section 5 as per the Amendment
Act, 2019 and 9 of the POCSO Act, 2012), sexual harassment (Section 11 of the POCSO
Act, 2012) and pornography (defined in Section 2 (1) (da) of the POCSO Amendment
Act, 2019 and Section 13 of the POCSO Act, 2012).
V. The aforesaid may include:
a. making sexual comments about the child’s appearance;
b. forcible physical touch, looking or staring at body;
c. objectionable letters, telephone calls, SMS, MMSS, e-mails, etc;
d. sexual jokes or innuendo or taunts causing or likely to cause embarrassment to the
child;
e. gender-based insults or sexist remarks;
f. actual or attempted penetrative sexual intercourse with a child;
g. non-penetrative sexual activity, e.g. rubbing the penis between the child’s thighs or
genitals;
h. touching, pinching, or fondling a child’s sexual parts, i.e. genitals breasts or buttocks;
i. brushing against any part of the body;
j. oral sex with a child, i.e. mouth or sexual parts;
k. masturbation between adult and child;
l. the abuser showing his or her private parts to the child;
m. the exploitative use of a child in prostitution or any other unlawful sexual practice;
n. the exploitative use of a child in pornography;
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o. showing pictures of a sexual nature to the child that he or she does not want to see;
p. letting the child watch or hear an act of sexual intercourse;
q. forcing a child into marriage; and Unwelcome sexually determined behavior in the
form of verbal- non-verbal and physical
r. Eve-teasing
s. Displaying pornographic or other offensive or derogatory pictures, cartoons,
pamphlets or saying.
t. Any other act which violates or is likely to violate the child’s privacy or cause mental
or physical disturbance to the child due to its sexual nature or content.
u.

anyone who administers or help getting child administers any drug or hormone or
any chemical substance, with the intent that such child attains early sexual maturity

A. Measures for Protection from Child Sexual Abuse (CSA)
1. Selection of employees
I.

School should ensure Police verification of the school employees and connected staff
in schools to prevent any kind of abuse against the school children.

II.

No candidate with a criminal record of sexual and or physical violence against
children should be recruited for any position within an educational institution.

III.

All newly selected candidates must also provide a signed affidavit to the educational
institution that they have not been accused of offence under the POCSO Act, 2012
and JJ Act, 2015.

IV.

Persons employed on an ad-hoc or contractual basis to teaching as well as
nonteaching positions must be made to adhere to the aforementioned.

V.

It must be ensured that at least half of the total number of teaching staff is female
(as mentioned under SSA) , in order to ensure that girl students are provided
adequate care and protection.

2. Policy regarding employees in respect of Child Sexual Abuse (CSA)
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I. Employees should respect the dignity and privacy of the child, and not commit any act
that may be construed as one amounting to sexual abuse of the child.
II. A grievance committee for child sexual abuse (CSA) to address cases of child sexual
abuse should be formed by the school. The constitution, roles and responsibilities of the
committee should be as follows;
(a) Schools must constitute a CSA committee within one month of academic year every
year.
(b) The CSA committee should constitute of 25% students and 50% representatives of
management and teachers and 25% SMC Members/PTA. The representatives of the
committee should be 50% females.
(c) The term of CSA committee will be one year. Every year new committee will be
constituted by giving representation to students in rotation. Every year at-least 2/3rd
of the representatives of children should be replaced with new members.
(d) Meeting of CSA committee should be conducted every month and proceedings of
meetings be recorded.
(e) The main functions of the committee shall be responsible for creation of awareness
regarding CSA in schools, good touch vs bad touch, complaint box, report any all
instances of CSA to the authorities.
(f) To encourage students to report any fear or apprehension of sexual abuse to any
person in whom the student has trust and confidence, so that appropriate measure
can be taken.
III. Courteous and polite behaviour to students so as to assure a safe environment.
IV. Zero Tolerance Policy towards sexual abuse of students by employees
V. Vigilant outlook by teachers and other employees’ w.r.t. CSA and reporting of the same
either to the authorities or Police.
VI. To provide adequate support and guidance to all students and provide a forum to present
their concerns.
VII. All children must be escorted during travel for school outings. Where any girl student is
present in such group of students, a female teacher must also accompany the group. The
escorting employee must travel along with the students in the same coach/ compartment /
vehicle.
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VIII. Permission must be obtained from each child’s parent / family member for the child to
participate in certain activities, such as field trips, late-night activities, and overnight
trips.
IX. Parents must be provided a platform to raise any concerns relating to their children.

3. Conduct
I.

Prevent contact between the child and the offender until an investigation has taken place.
Explain to the child that he / she should tell them immediately if the offender attempts to
touch or bother them again in any way.

II.
III.

Do not talk to the offender in front of the child.
Continue to believe the child and do not blame him / her for what happened. Give the
child support and reassurance that he / she is okay and safe.

IV.

Respond to concerns or feelings the child expresses about sexual abuse calmly. Listen to
the child but do not ask a lot of questions.

V.

Respect the child’s privacy by not telling a lot of people, and make sure that other people
who know, don’t bring the subject up to the child.

VI.

Make sure that all children are given enough information on personal safety so as to be
able to protect themselves from the offender without discussing the details of the
incident.

VII.

As per the provision of the POCSO Act, 2012 the identity of any child who has been
victim of sexual abuse shall be strictly maintain with confidentiality and the same should
not be made public.

B. Sensitization and awareness of staff towards prevention, identification, and
reporting of child sexual abuse and sexual violence:
Staff members should be taught to understand the basic characteristics of a sexual abuse, the
process used by an abuser to choose and prepare a child for abuse (grooming), and key indicators
of sexual abuse, and be prepared to respond immediately to inappropriate or harmful behavior,
potential risk situations, and potential boundary violations. These are to include:
I. Gender sensitive learning material
II. In-house induction sessions for all teachers and staff
III. Provision for guidance and counseling
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C. Additional Safeguards
I. Complaints/Grievance redressal system
II. Presence of CCTV cameras
III. Well lit and accessible bathrooms/toilets
IV. Monitoring of student behavior and performance
Grievance redressal System with regard to matters of Sexual Offences against Children at
NCPCR- POCSO-E-BOX
POCSO e-box is a major initiative by NCPCR to help children seek help and report such crimes
directly to the Commission.
FILING COMPLAINT THROUGH POCSO E-BOX

It is incorporated prominently in the home page of NCPCR
website where the user has to simply press a button named,
POCSO e-box which will navigate to a page with the
window

having

a

short

animation

movie

telling

children/complainant that it's not their fault and they need not
have to feel bad.

User has to simply select at least one complaint category, fill
this form and click on submit button to register the
complaint.

NCPCR POCSO e-button
Details are available at- www.ncpcr.gov.in
E-mail id: pocsoebox-ncpcr@gov.in
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4. Guidelines for positive engagement with children7
In addition to the major legislations and regulations, schools can adopt methods to inculcate
positive attitude and behavior in children. Punishment is often justified as a ‘last’ resort in
extreme situations for instance – bullying, causing physical harm, destruction of property,
vandalism, sexual harassment, infringement of rules such as playing truant, carrying objects
which are against school rules into the classroom, provocative/ challenging behaviours etc.
However, two children with the same problems may come from different backgrounds – one an
indulgent family, which believes that a little exuberance is all right, and another where the family
is also at its wits’ end. The contexts in which a child’s behaviour takes place and how it comes to
notice, lend themselves to child/classroom/school management.
NCPCR’s guidelines for eliminating Corporal Punishments suggests some important steps, as
following.,
I.

A protocol of response based on first versus repeated problems founded on a set of rules
the school develops with children’s inputs would go a long way to democratize response
dispositions. To this, an added component of preventive interventions, such as life-skills
programme, increases overall effectiveness.

II.

A difficult situation can also be resolved by a process of triangulation between the
student/family, the teacher/school administration and a student council. A more difficult
situation then may not be so much a discipline issue but a psychological one that needs
professional attention and care.

III.

The following guidelines are based on therapeutic strategies based in turn on the
principles discussed above that are commonly employed by mental health professionals
in clinical settings for families with children with behaviour disorders. Though simple,
these are effective strategies when implemented consistently:
a. Arriving at a consensus with children about expected behaviour and consequences;
b. Framing rules and guidelines in consensus with children;
c. Focusing on every child’s positives and appreciating good behaviour;
d. Using different strategies to encourage and promote positive behaviours;
a. Never comparing one child’s performance with another;

7Guidelines
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e. Setting limits and developing clarity on boundaries;
f. Providing children an opportunity to explain before any other response;
g. Giving a warning or chance before any response;
h. Actively listening, remaining calm and ensuring the safety of other children while
handling troublesome or offensive behaviour;
i. Addressing perceived ‘severe or problematic behaviour’ through consultation with
parents, child and counsellor/psychiatrist;
j. Discussing (with children) and adopting time-out strategy as the last resort with children.

5. Counselling in Schools8
Schools were advised by CBSE to create a conducive climate that is free from fear, anxiety and
stress so that children learn joyfully and learn to work together harmoniously. The following
points were reiterated in this regard with an instruction to schools to implement an effective
programme of counselling for students:
I.

At secondary and senior secondary stages, at least twenty sessions of psychological
counselling must be provided to every student in an academic session. Parents and
teachers may also be involved in such sessions.

II.

Awareness about human rights, respect for diversity and equality may be discreetly
grafted into the lessons and exercises right from the primary classes. Education in Life
Skills can be given greater thrust in classes VI-VIII to inculcate the desirable value
system.

III.

Mentioning the status of the student in terms of his/her behaviour pattern in the school
leaving and character certificates is mandatory.

School environment9

6.
I.

The School environment should be such each child should be feeling that help would
be available to her if she approached them. The SMC members may facilitate this
process by regularly visiting the schools and interacting with students. Children may

8

CBSE vide circular No. HOD (EDUSAT)/08 dated 10th Mach, 2008.

9

MHRD guideline for safety and security of children in Schools vide D.O No-10-11/2014-EE-4 dated 9th October, 2014
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find it easier to report incidents at the initial stage itself if the school environment is
conducive. Other methodologies, like help desk in schools supported by Mahila
Samakhya in Kerala, toll free numbers of Odisha, formation of child
cabinets/kishorimanch/balsabha, open house with parents etc may also be adopted
depending on the local circumstances.

II.

Training of teachers to ensure safety and security of children itself will cover a wide
spectrum from drills for safety, first aid, gender sensitization, principles of no
corporal punishment. While training on physical aspects of safety may be staggered
to cover a specified number of teachers every year, till coverage is complete, however
training on gender and other mindset issues will have to cover all teachers every year.

III.

As far as possible, every school must have at least one female teacher.

IV.

The norms for teacher deployment and hours of access to staff/others must be laid
down clearly and carefully in the case of residential school and hostels.
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Section IV

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
OF TEACHERS
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Everyone who comes into contact with children and their families has a role to play in safeguarding
children. School staff is particularly important as they are in a position to identify concerns early and
provide help for children, to prevent concerns from escalating. Schools, their staff form part of the wider
safe guarding system for children. Schools should work with social care, the police, health services and
other services to promote the welfare of children and protect them from harm.

1. The role of school teachers
The teachers, including head teachers, should safeguard children’s wellbeing and maintain public
trust in the teaching profession as part of their professional duties. The school teachers also have
a responsibility to provide a safe learning environment for children, where they could identify
children who may be in need of extra help or who are suffering, or are likely to suffer, significant
harm. They also hold a responsibility to take appropriate action, working with other services as
needed. In addition to working with the designated safeguarding, lead staff members should be
aware that they might be asked to support social workers to take decisions about individual
children.

2. Aim of this section
Aim of this section is to;
I. highlight roles and responsibilities of teachers in ensuring safety of children in school as
per various guideline
II. to underline school’s role in developing competencies of the teachers/ head teachers to
undertake suitable measures in schools in order to ensure safety and security of children

3. Safety issues w.r.t. school infrastructure
Teachers are integral in ensuring safety of children in schools as per the guidelines on
Safety and Security of children in schools by MHRD. The guidelines suggest that teachers
need to be trained to negotiate the specific hazards enrooted to the school. Also, it is a vital
to conduct a sensitization programme for the students, teachers and surrounding
community people on the importance of structural and non-structural retrofitting. The Head
Teacher and teachers must take up review of the safety within the campus, regularly.

4. Minimum Standards for Inclusive Education of Children with
Disabilities (IECD)
The CBSE Guidelines on Children with Special Needs (CWSN) advises the following.
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I.
II.

to ensure that no child with special needs is denied admission in mainstream education.
to monitor the enrolment of disabled children in schools.

III.

to provide support through assistive devices and availability of trained teachers.

IV.

to modify the existing physical infrastructure and teaching methodologies to meet the
needs of all children including Children with Special Needs.

V.

to ensure that 3% reservation of persons with disabilities is done in all institutions
receiving funds from Government (Under The Persons with Disabilities Act, 1995)

VI.

to ensure that all schools are made disabled friendly by 2020 and all educational
institutions including hostels, libraries, laboratories and buildings will have barrier free
access for the disabled

VII.

to ensure availability of study material for the disabled and Talking Text Books, Reading
Machines and computers with speech Software

VIII.

to ensure an adequate number of sign language interpreters, transcription services and a
loop induction system will be introduced for the hearing handicapped students

IX.

to revisit classroom organization required for the education of Children with Special
Needs

X.

to ensure regular in-service training of teachers in inclusive education at the elementary
and secondary level.

5. Health and Hygiene
As per guidelines for Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban) every school in a ward should provide
self-declaration that all students enrolled in it have access to, and are routinely using toilets at
home and at school.

6. Psycho-Social Well-being
Teachers play important role, both preventive and curative, in case of child abuse. Child abuse
includes physical, mental, emotional, sexual abuse, discrimination or any kind of violence
against children.
I.

As per Guidelines on Eliminating Corporal Punishment in Schools by NCPCR, the school
should have a clear protocol to guide teachers about which situation needs assessment
and intervention by a school counselor and which one needs immediate intimation to
higher authorities at school and the parents. Also, the school counselor should be allowed
to hold workshops with the students in different classes from time to time without the
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presence of teacher and staff. Besides having in-house counselors, the students and their
parents should have the liberty to approach reputed counselors/mental health
professionals to be empanelled by school. The school should also invite reputed mental
health professionals to hold workshops for its students and teachers.
II.

MHRD’s guidelines on Safety and Security of children in schools suggest supervision of
other teachers by Head Teacher/Principal to ensure that no child is abused by teachers or
older children. Also, the Head Teachers must have zero tolerance for incidents relating to
teachers coming to school in drunken/intoxicated condition.

III.

As per section 17A of Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Rules, 2017, any person
who may file a complaint under the Act for commission of any offence include school
teachers and representatives from school management committee, child protection
committee, Panchayat or Municipality, who shall be sensitised to file complaint, in the
event that any of students in their respective schools is employed in contravention to the
provisions of the Act.

IV. The Central Board of Secondary Education has issued detailed instructions10 to the
Principals of all the Schools to ensure that no child is subjected to any form of corporal
punishment at any point of time in the schooling process as there is no scope for such
punishment in the learning environment and teachers should adopt strategies by which a
learner realizes one’s mistake, if any, rather than face a corporal punishment. Schools,
with the help of teachers, need to adopt such methods by which the learner develops a
sense of confidence and self-dependence.
V. The Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti (NVS)11 have underlined the specific roles of teachers in
its various guidelines to the Vidyalayas from time to time to skillfully manage various
areas which can adversely influence the physical and psychological well being of the
children and staff.

Some of the important roles of teachers as per different

notifications/circulars and guidelines by NVS are as under:
a. The women teachers should interact with the girl students frequently and in case of
any problem/misconduct happens with them must be immediately reported.
b. All teachers must encourage students to report any fear or apprehension of sexual
abuse to any person in whom the student has trust and confidence, so that appropriate
measure can be taken to address these.
10

http://cbse.nic.in/circulars/2002/corporal.htm
https://nvshq.org/uploads/1notice/safety_security_students.pdf

11
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c. All teachers and other employees shall maintain a vigilant outlook and convey their
apprehension or knowledge of sexual abuse of any student to the appropriate authority
in the NVS at the earliest.
d. All children must be escorted during travel for school outings. Where any girl student
is present in such group of students, a female teacher must also accompany the group.
The escorting employee must travel along with the students in the same coach/
compartment / vehicle.
e. In a number of cases children reveal their experience of abuse after a long time has
passed. In some cases they reveal it accidentally. Sexually abused children are
vulnerable. They may show certain behavior, which, may not be normal and will
reveal themselves only over a period of time. As custodian of children, the teachers
must be aware of the signs of sexual abuse.
VI. As per the Guidelines for prevention of Bullying and Ragging in Schools MHRD12the
responsibility of preventing any undesirable aspect of bullying and ragging rests jointly
and also individually on all stakeholders, which includes the head of the institution
teacher, non-teaching staff, students, parents and local community. A systematic response
to the bullying problem is needed within the schools.
a. An Anti- Bullying Committee may be constituted in school, comprising of VicePrincipal, a Senior teacher, School Doctor, Counselor, PTA representative, School
Management representative, Legal representative, Peer Educators etc. whose roles
and responsibilities would include:
i.

development and review of School Bullying Prevention Plan,

ii.

development and implementing bullying prevention programmes,

iii.

developing training programmes for staff, students, and parents,

iv.

creating awareness through various programmes

v.

being vigilant and observing signs of bullying and responding quickly and
sensitively

vi.

names and contact numbers of members of the committee should be clearly
displayed everywhere in the school premises, etc.

12

http://educationhp.org/Files/bullying.pdf15_58_2015_09_03_41.pdf
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b. The role of parents must be reinforced in Parent Teacher Meetings and representation in
various other school Committees. Parents must be motivated to support the school in
bullying-prevention efforts. They must be sensitized to report in confidence about any act
of bullying which is brought to their notice by their child. Orientation programmes may
be conducted for the school staff and teachers on regular basis.
c. Periodic training for Teachers to mandatorily include topics on sensitization and
prevention of bullying in schools.
d. For younger children, age appropriate communication strategies should be developed and
teachers should engage in dialogue with them to identify any problem. The role of class
teacher, counselor, school nurse/doctor may be enriched and children should be
motivated and made aware with whom they can discuss such matters with confidentiality.
VII. In case of a sexual abuse against a child POCSO Act, 2012 u/s 19(1) and 21(2) of the Act
cast a duty on the teachers and management of the educational system to report instances
of child sexual abuse along with the penalties for failure in reporting such offences13.
VIII. Teachers should sensitize children on good touch-bad touch and POCSO e-Box.
IX. Ministry of Home Affairs has given a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for
preventing and dealing with any terrorist attack on schools14. The SoP defines the role of
officials of the concerned agencies as participant to counter such attack in schools.
a. In case armed terrorists manage to enter the school and hold up teachers/ students/
others as hostages, the following action should be taken by the school authorities,
besides the quick reaction team engaging the terrorists:
i.

Inform the Police

ii.

Initially all the children and teachers should stay back in their respective rooms
and those in veranda etc. rush into the nearest room, and not to indulge into any
rash act in panic like running out towards door to escape etc. They should close
the doors from inside and lie low in the classroom to escape random firing.

b. If the location of the terrorists is known and there is safe passage available from the
other classrooms to any of the gates, the children under the leadership of the
respective teachers in a single file without making any noise should be taken out.
c. All teachers/ staff should be briefed properly and apprised of any possible threats.

13

http://ncpcr.gov.in/showfile.php?lang=1andlevel=1andandsublinkid=425andlid=863
http://cbse.nic.in/circulars/cir15-2010.pdf

14
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d. School authorities may conduct the briefing of the teachers/ students/ staff as well as
the drill as per this SOP to ensure that everybody knows his/ her role in such an
eventuality. They can also include local Police in their Mock Drill.
X. The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 201515is an important Statute
that criminalizes acts that may cause a child mental or physical suffering. As per section
75 of the Act, whoever, having the actual charge of, or control over, a child, assaults,
abandons, abuses, exposes or willfully neglects the child or causes or procures the child
to be assaulted, abandoned, abused, exposed or neglected in a manner likely to cause such
child unnecessary mental or physical suffering, shall be punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to three years or with fine of one lakh rupees or with both.
In the classrooms the teachers have the actual charge of children.
XI. Further, section 82 (1) states that ‘any person in-charge of or employed in a child care
institution, who subjects a child to corporal punishment with the aim of disciplining the
child, shall be liable, on the first conviction, to a fine of ten thousand rupees and for every
subsequent offence, shall be liable for imprisonment which may extend to three months
or fine or with both.’
XII. Teacher should sensitize children for Good Touch and Bad Touch.
XIII. Guidelines On Food Safety and hygiene For School Level Kitchens under Mid-Day Meal
(MDM) Scheme16 have been formulated specifically with an aim to help States/UTs to
focus on safety aspects of procurement, storage, preparing, serving, waste disposal of
food items as well as issues of personal hygiene of students and those involved in
cooking and serving of food. The responsibility of tasting of the mid-day meals is with
the teacher: The tasting of the food by a teacher just before serving is mandatory. The
teacher is to maintain a record of tasting in a register.

Monitoring Role of School Principal
I.

Develop a comprehensive school safety policy in every school. A committee headed by
the school principal having, faculty, students, parents and school counselor as its
members should be mandatory for every school to look into all aspects of safety and
security.

15

http://ncpcr.gov.in/showfile.php?lang=1andlevel=1andandsublinkid=715andlid=1065
http://mdm.nic.in/Files/Guidelines/2015/Guidelines%20_Food%20Safety%20and%20Hygiene.pdf

16
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II.

The Committee shall act as the core committee and would be headed by the Principal of
the school with Senior Teachers, In‐charge of primary and nursery sections, school
captains/monitors, members of Parent Teacher Association, representatives from Fire
Safety Department, etc as the members.

III.

To Orient the children about various issues of the safety and security through this
Manual.

IV.

Guide teachers how to address/respond towards the specific issues of safety and security
of children in schools with the help of this Manual.

V.

Allocate specific roles to different personnel and teachers as per the manual to ensure
safety and security of children in schools.

VI.

Establish a Medical Emergency Response plans for schools.

VII.

Ensure Schools are free from ragging and Bullying Develop an Action Plan on Anti
Bullying Policy and effective strategies for prevention and intervention.

VIII.

Set up Monitoring mechanism at school level to ensure each case of reported bullying in
school is brought to logical conclusion.

IX.

Safety Audits/Assessments to assess safety measures in schools.

X.

Brief the staff about action to be taken by them in any exigency.
Organize Awareness and Training of all students about –a. Disasters; b. Fire Safety, and

XI.

First Aid Training etc.
XII.

To organise Mock Earthquake and Fire Safety drills train for all the teachers and staff
members over a period of time on First Aid.

XIII.

To ensure first aid kit at several important locations in the school building and to keep the
First Aid Kit in workable condition.

XIV.

The team would ensure safe boarding of all the students on the school bus and would take
feedback from the boarders and about violation of rules,if any, by the bus driver and the
conductor.

School Staff
I.
II.
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Promotion of Culture of Safety in Schools.
Initiate safety practices through school newsletter, debates, quizzes, etc.

III.

Social curriculum to teach social and emotional skills, including healthy relationships,
conflict resolution, and bullying prevention, as well as self-management and
responsible decision making

IV.
V.

Counselling intervention whenever required.
Establish a positive connection with students, staff, or parents in crisis in a nonintrusive, caring manner.

VI.

School Counselor/Staff may refer those students in need of further assistance to a
professional counsellor wherever required.
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SECTION V

MONITORING
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Monitoring

To ensure effective implementation of the manual for safety and security of children in schools,
there should be regular monitoring of the schools.

1. School Level Monitoring
School level monitoring of the manual shall be as follows;

A. School Management Committee (SMC)
As per RTE Act, 2009 section 21 School Management Committee consists of the elected
representatives of the local authority, parents or guardians of children admitted in such schools
and teachers. The committee will look into the following;
i.

Components of Safety and Security of children in schools to be recommended as one of
the major themes while preparing School Development Plan by SMC members.

ii.

The components of School Development Plan(SDP) comprising of elements Safety and
Security of Children in Schools may be shared with PTA members for their
feedback/suggestions.

iii.

The decisions taken in anti-bullying Committee and Committee for prevention of Child
Sexual Abuse meeting should be discussed in the meeting of SMC.

iv.

SMC should be made responsible for compliance of the Manual. Periodic review of the
compliance of this manual shall be discussed in SMC review meetings.

v.

SMC should ensure implementation of such guidelines related to safety and security of
children based on which this manual has been prepared.

vi. Every school should prepare and display school safety plan that may be prepared
involving children and school management committee/s (SMCs)

vii. The member of SMC who is part of Anti Bullying Committee to develop bullying
prevention programme and creating awareness.

viii. To analyze the current safety and security measures within the schooling system and
identify the gaps therein.

ix. SMC shall exercise powers to take disciplinary action against staff, if found negligent.
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x. The SMC to carry out inspection of the school using the checklist provided in the
guidelines and suggest appropriate measures. In case non-compliance of the
recommendations ; SMC should approach the Block Education Officer (BEO). In case of
non redressal of the grievances at BEO level the matter should be taken up with District
Education Officer (DEO). If the issues are not addressed by the DEO, appeal can be made
to the District Magistrate (DM) and further to State Commission for Protection of Child
Rights (SCPCR) and National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR).

B. Parent Teacher Association (PTA)
1) A school, specified in sub-clause (iv) of clause (n) of section 2 of the RTE Act, 2009, shall
constitute a Parent Teachers Association (PTA) consisting of the representatives from the parents
or guardians of children admitted in such school, teachers parents and the local authority,:
At least three-fourth of members of such Committee shall be parents or guardians:
Proportionate representation shall be given to the parents or guardians of children belonging to
disadvantaged group and weaker section:
Fifty per cent of members of such Committee shall be women.
(2) The Parent Teachers Association (PTA) shall perform the following functions, namely:
i.

Monitor the working of the school;

ii.

The decisions taken in anti-bullying Committee and Grievance Committee for Child
Sexual Abuse (CSA) meeting should be discussed in the meeting of PTA.

iii.

PTA should be made responsible for compliance of the Manual. Periodic review of the
compliance of this manual shall be discussed in PTA review meetings.

iv.

PTA should ensure implementation of such guidelines related to safety and security of
children based on which this manual has been prepared.

v. Every school should prepare and display school safety plan that may be prepared
involving children and school management committee/s (PTA)

vi. The member of PTA who is part of Anti Bullying Committee to develop bullying
prevention programme and creating awareness.

vii. To analyze the current safety and security measures within the schooling system and
identify the gaps therein.
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viii. The PTA to carry out inspection of the school using the checklist provided in the
guidelines and suggest appropriate measures. In case non-compliance of the
recommendations; PTA should approach the Block Education Officer (BEO). In case of
non redressal of the grievances at BEO level the matter should be taken up with District
Education Officer (DEO). If the issues are not addressed by the DEO, appeal can be made
to the District Magistrate (DM) and further to State Commission for Protection of Child
Rights (SCPCR) and National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR).

C. Children
A group of Children should inspect the facilities for safety and security using the checklist
provided in the guidelines every quarter. They shall have the right to flag the key issues
pertaining to the violations and deprivations pertaining to various safety norms laid down in the
checklist with the management of school and/or directly to the Principal/SMC/PTA.

D. School Management
I.

School management should do periodic planning meeting with Principal, teachers and
students representatives on School Safety.

II.

In case school are found negligent in the prescribed safety norms; disciplinary action is to
be initiated by the competent authority as per RTE Act, 2009 and relevant State Education
Act of the respective State.

2. Block Level Monitoring
The Block Level monitoring of effective implementation of this manual shall be the
responsibility of the Block Education Officer (BEO).

3. District Level Monitoring
I.

The various Ministries/Departments of the Government (Union/State/UT) providing
schools under their schemes shall prescribe proper monitoring systems as integral part of
their schemes.
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II.

Any School may be inspected or caused to be inspected by the competent
authority/official authorised by competent authority/ National or State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights, whenever it considers necessary and may communicate the
observations to the appropriate Government or competent authority (DEO/DM)

III.

The competent authority should direct the management to rectify the defects, if any,
found during the course of the inspection, within a stipulated time.

IV.

The district magistrate/ district collector shall constitute a monitoring committee for
periodic and regular inspections of the schools. The district magistrate/district collector
shall review the inspection reports with the monitoring committee and competent
authority on quarterly basis. The gaps and deficiencies observed through the inspection
reports maybe taken up appropriately by the District Magistrate and resolve any/all such
gaps emanating through such reports.

The District Education Officer shall be responsible for ensuring the effective implementation of
this manual in all the schools.

4. State Level Monitoring
State Commission for Protection of Child Rights shall monitor implementation of various
aspects under this Manual at State Level from time to time.

5. National Level Monitoring
National Commission for Protection of Child Rights shall monitor implementation of various
aspects under this Manual from time to time.
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SECTION VI
CYBER SAFETY AND SECURITY
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CYBER SAFETY AND SECURITY
1. INTRODUCTION
Creating a safe environment for children is an integral aspect of providing an opportunity for
quality education and any threat to children may reflect on their ability to learn and hamper their
overall well-being. Though the use of technology in teaching-learning is not new, the need of
taking the classroom to the children during the pandemic since last year has increased the
exposure of children to the online/digital world. Not just for attending school online classes,
children also invest more time online for recreation. Unlike the physical environment, children
come in direct/indirect contact with a large number of people who are at the same time online for
various reasons. These also include those who come with purpose of targeting children as they
are one of the most vulnerable sections among the online user population. Therefore, it is
important that the commitment to provide a safe learning environment to children extends to the
digital space as well.

To ensure that the digital environment is safe for all children, different Departments/institutions
have developed guidelines and other informative literature for various aspects of cyber safety,
what are different forms of cyber threats, their identifications, measures to mitigate those threats
etc. In 2017, the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) had developed a
Manual on Safety and Security of Children in Schools. It was brought out as a compilation of 20plus existing and approved manuals/guidelines developed by various authorities/agencies,
pertaining to the safety and security of children in schools and on school premises. These
guidelines are a part of the comprehensive manual on the safety and security of children
developed earlier.

The present document has been developed by reviewing and compiling the existing literature
(guidelines/handbooks) on cyber safety brought out by different agencies and has been put
together with the objective of providing a comprehensive overview of different aspects of cyber
safety. These guidelines include the meaning of cyber safety and cyber security; common threats
in cyber safety; Laws relating to cyber safety. These also include some important frequently
asked questions and a checklist for different stakeholders such as State/District authorities,
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school managements, teachers and students to understand the safety parameters in place by the
school/educational institution.

2. CYBER SAFETY & SECURITY

2.1. Cyber Safety
Cybercrimes can be defined as offences that may be committed against individuals or companies
or institutions by use of computers, internet or mobile technology. These offences can be
committed by cybercriminals by using platforms like social networking sites, emails, chatrooms,
websites etc. to attack its victims and are not just limited to adults, but also children can be prey
to the offence.
Cyber safety is the safe and responsible use of information and communication
technology. It is about keeping information safe and secure, but also about being responsible
with that information, being respectful to other people online, and using good Internet etiquette2.
It includes the body of technologies, processes and practices designed to protect networks,
computers, programs and data from attack, damage or unauthorized access. Cyber safety
addresses the ability to act in a safe and responsible manner on the Internet and other connected
environments. These behaviours protect personal information and reputation and include safe
practices to minimize danger online.
Cyber safety is the safe and responsible use of information and communication
technology. It is about keeping information safe and secure, but also about being responsible
with that information, being respectful to other people online, and using good Internet etiquette17.
It includes the body of technologies, processes and practices designed to protect networks,
computers, programs and data from attack, damage or unauthorized access. Cyber safety
addresses the ability to act in a safe and responsible manner on the Internet and other connected
environments. These behaviours protect personal information and reputation and include safe
practices to minimize danger online.

1 Government

of India, Ministry of Home Affairs. (2020). A Handbook for Adolescents/Students on Cyber
Safety. Retrieved 2o2o, From
https://www.Mha.Gov.In/Sites/Default/Files/Cybersafety_English_Web_03122018.Pdf
2 Be safe in Cyber World. (n.d.). Retrieved 2020 from https://ncert.nic.in/pdf/notice/cyber_safety_security.pdf
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Schools play a key role in promoting internet safety. Schools are primarily responsible
for keeping systems, computers, network devices secure and functional. It is important to keep
the information as secure as we keep the systems and network devices in the institution. Since
information infrastructure and the Internet became bigger and more complex, it is now even
more critical to maintain systems functional and alert to security issues. Though system
administration tasks have become easier in recent years, school administrators need to be more
updated on the systems and network security in recent years, all systems are exposed to the
Internet; hence there is increased challenge in maintaining and protecting them from attackers.
2.2 CYBER SECURITY
The dictionary meaning says that Cyber Security is a state of being protected against the
criminal or unauthorized use of electronic data, or the measures taken to achieve this. It is the
collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management
approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to
protect the cyber environment and organization and user’s assets. Organization and user’s assets
include connected computing devices, personnel, infrastructure, applications, services,
telecommunications systems, and the totality of transmitted and/or stored information in the
cyber environment.
Cyber security ensures the maintenance of the security properties of the
organization and user’s assets against security risks in networked environments. It is the body of
technologies, processes and practices designed to protect networks, computers, programs and
data from attack, damage, or unauthorized access18.
2.2.1 Elements of Cyber Security
1. Application security comprises of software, hardware, and procedural methods to protect
applications from external threats.
2. Information security is the practice of avoiding information from unauthorized access,
use, disclosure, disruption, modification, perusal, inspection, recording or destruction. IT
Security and Information assurance are two major aspects of information security.
3. Network security consists of the provisions and policies adopted by a network
administrator. They prevent and monitor unauthorized access, misuse, modification, or

18

T.P, D., Assistant Prof. (2018). Survey on need for Cyber Security in India (pp. 2-3). Bangalore, Karnataka: Acharya
Institute of Technology.
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denial of a computer network and network-accessible resources. Network security
involves the authorization of access to data in a network, which is controlled by the
network administrator. Users choose or are assigned an ID and password or any other
authenticating information that allows them to access information and programs within
their authority. Network security covers a variety of computer networks, both public and
private, that are used in everyday jobs conducting transactions and communications
among businesses, government agencies and individuals.
4. End-user education involves educating end-users with various information attacks and
how to avoid them. For example, while registering a password, tell end-user what the
length and characteristics of a complex password should be. Provide suitable education
about what are the precautions they have to take to avoid cybercrimes. Also, sometimes
actions to be taken in case if they are victim.

2.2.2. Challenges in Cyber Security

Cyber security has been considered as one of the most urgent security problems.
Usually, the networks and systems of an educational institution are not as strong and secure as
that of commercial organizations. It might be because of many reasons like:
1. The networks at school campuses are open and free-for-all. Students can access the
network anytime without any restrictions.
2. There might be a lack of IT security policy monitoring and implementation in such
institutions.
3. Users might carry and use their own device within the campus and the institution’s
network.
4. Many institutions have their own open Wi-Fi hotspots and network access, which may be
used by hackers and cyber criminals as a tool to breach security and access valuable
information.
5. There is a huge amount of user data which can be hacked or compromised by cyber
criminals. This may include a wide range of information like the students’ personal
information, credit card data or financial information. Moreover, cyber criminals may
also target the huge amount of intellectual property generated through research.
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6. Another reason that college and school IT security is comparatively weaker than the
corporate sector is its relatively unattractive wage structure as compared to the corporate
sector. Because of this reason, educational institutions are unable to hire and retain
superior and first-rate security professionals. These given factors may make educational
institutions vulnerable to security breaches, data disclosures and ransomware attacks.

Cyber criminals may target educational institutions to gather personal information of
students: their names, ages, address, and so on. They may use such information for ransom or to
sell illegally on the dark web. Dangers for an educational institution from an internal threat can
be as simple as a laptop left logged in or passwords written somewhere for an outsider to easily
unlock it and extract important data. This may enable anyone – a teacher, a student or a staff – to
access confidential information on that system or compromise someone’s social media account,
or even worse. Notorious external elements can also make phishing attempts or bribe students,
teachers and staff to divulge important information of the institution. Moreover, hackers can
hack into the institute’s website and gather information that often appears on the institution’s
website.

3. COMMON THREATS IN CYBER SAFETY

3.1

PHISHING
Phishing is a type of social engineering attack often used to steal data, including login

credentials and credit card numbers. Phishing occurs when attackers/scam artists masquerading
as a trusted entity send text, email, or pop-up messages to get people to share their personal and
financial information. The recipient is then tricked into clicking a malicious link which can lead
to the installation of malware, the freezing of the system as part of a ransomware attack or
revealing of sensitive information. The attackers often use such sensitive information to commit
identity theft.
3.1.1 How One Can Avoid Phishing
a) One must not reply to any text, email, or pop-up messages that ask for personal or
financial information, and further one must not click any links in the message. A person
should resist the urge to cut and paste a link from the message into their web browser. For
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Example, if a person wants to check for their financial account, then they must only use
authorized source like typing in the web address from your billing statement or check
one’s banking details.
b) One must not give any personal information on the phone in response to a text
message. Some scammers send text messages that appear to be from a legitimate business
and ask you to call a phone number to update your account or access a “refund.” If you
give them your information, they use it to run up charges in your name.
c) A person must Be cautious about opening any attachment or downloading any files from
emails that one receives, regardless of who sent them. Unexpected files may contain
viruses or spyware that the sender doesn’t even know are there.
d) Use security software and update it regularly.
e) Read your mail; review credit card and bank
account statements as soon as you get them to
check for unauthorized charges.
f) Parents and Teachers must also engage

The School Authorities shall
ensure that they follow the
Security Tips for Common
User (available at
https://cert-in.org.in)

children in activities creating awareness
regarding phishing, so they can develop good Internet security habits at an early stage.
Parents & Teachers must lookout for “teachable moments”- For example children must
be shown a various example of phishing messages, to help them understand that
messages on the Internet are not always what they seem.

3.2 CYBER BULLYING
Cyberbullying is bullying with the use of digital technologies. It is a form of harassment
or bullying inflicted through the use of electronic or communication devices such as computer,
mobile phone, laptop, etc19. It is a punishable offence under the Information Technology Act,
2000 and the Indian Penal Code. It also involves posting pictures or videos aimed at harassing
another person. A whole gamut of social platforms, including chat rooms, blogs and instant
messaging are used in cyberbullying. There are considerable negative effects of cyberbullying,
including academic achievement, mental health, and quality of life in general. Online bullying

19

Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs. (2020). A Handbook for Adolescents/Students on Cyber Safety. Retrieved
2o2o, From https://www.Mha.Gov.In/Sites/Default/Files/Cybersafety_English_Web_03122018.Pdf
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often prevents teachers from imparting quality education through digital platforms and acts
against the provision of safe, non-violent and inclusive learning environments for all.20
Cyberbullying includesi.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Posting hurtful, nasty rumours or comments on updates, pictures and videos shared by
an individual on websites.
Uploading embarrassing photographs online without the person's permission.
Excluding individuals of different cultural, socio-economic backgrounds from online
groups and forums.
Stealing someone's account password and sending unwanted/inappropriate messages
from that account to harass other individuals.

3.2.1 Protecting Oneself from Becoming A Victim of Cyber Bullying21

Schools should create awareness among students on the following measures of protecting
themselves against cyber bullyingi. Don’t accept a friend request from unknown people on social media platforms. Cyber
bully/attacker can even create a fake account to befriend victims. As a thumb rule, add only those
people online whom you know offline.
ii. Educate as to not share personal information like D.O.B, Address and phone number on
social media or other platforms. One should be informed and educated as to one should always
change the privacy setting on social media platforms as to select who can access your posts
online.
iii. One must be made aware of the importance of being careful and of not sharing phone
number or any personal details in comments or posts on social media platforms.
iv. One must be made aware as to Never install unwanted software or apps like dating app,
online games etc from unknown sources.
v. Educate that, if one feels hurt after reading a post from a friend or a stranger, one must
not react aggressively. It may encourage the bully to keep posting such messages. If a hurtful
post/message is from a friend one should always request him or her to not to do it again. If one is

20

NCERT (2020). Safe Online Learning in Times of Covid-19. Retrieved from https://ciet.nic.in/upload/Safetolearn_English.pdf
Ministry of Home Affairs. (2020). A Handbook for Adolescents/Students on Cyber Safety.
21
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21
NCERT (2020). Safe Online Learning in Times of Covid-19. Retrieved from https://ciet.nic.in/upload/Safetolearn_English.pdf
21 Ministry of Home Affairs. (2020). A Handbook for Adolescents/Students on Cyber Safety.
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repeatedly getting such messages/post, one must immediately inform parents or elders or
guardians or teachers immediately so that one can get immediate support.
vi. Also, it is important to understand that one person can sometimes also become
cyberbully unintentionally, hence it is very important to remember that as a good netizen one
should never share mean comments or hurtful messages pictures/videos online publicly or
privately.
The following set of ‘Do’s and Don’ts’22 shall be useful for students as well as School
Authorities in ensuring bullying-free cyber spaceDo’s


Create a strong password according to password guidelines, and frequently change
passwords to prevent misuse.



Read the privacy settings very carefully on social networking sites.



Communicate only with known people.



Be careful while posting photographs, videos and any sensitive information on websites
as they leave digital footprints which stay online forever.



Ensure that only authorized personnel access computer systems and labs.



Report immediately to the support team of the networking site if you suspect that your
account has been hacked or stolen.



Invest in a strong network security system.



Use only verified open-source or licensed software and operating systems.



Set up your computer for automatic antivirus software and operating system updates.
Don’ts

22



Don’t reveal your password to anyone other than your parent or guardian.



Don’t reveal personal information like age, address, phone number, school name etc. as
this can lead to identity theft.



Don’t post anything which hurts others feelings.



Don’t post your friends’ information on networking sites, which can put them at risk.



Don’t forward anything that you read on social media without verifying it from a trusted
source.



Don’t leave your account unattended after login, log out when you are not using it.



Don’t create fake profiles for yourself on any social networking site.

NCERT (2020). Safe Online Learning in Times of Covid-19.
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Don’t use personal devices such as personal USBs or hard drives on public networks or
computers.



Don’t open links and attachment on social networking sites and block file extensions
such as .bat, .cmd, .exe, .pif by filtering software.

How to prevent and counter cyberbullying?

3.2.2 What can one do if they are a victim of cyber bullying?
1. One must inform parents/elders/guardians immediately. If cyberbullying happens in school,
students must inform the Teacher immediately.
2.

Identify the bully.

3.

Block the bully.

4.

Collect and save posts/messages.

5.

Never respond to a bully aggressively.

6. There should be a provision in schools to offer support from a counsellor or psychologist to
the victims of cyber bullying.
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3.3. CYBER GROOMING
Sometimes strangers, or even people who are known, build an emotional connection with
children and young people online or face-to-face to gain their trust for the purposes of sexual
abuse or exploitation. Many children and young people begin to feel that a special friendship or
relationship is developing and do not understand that they are being groomed. “Grooming” is
subtle but has serious consequences23.

3.1.1. Ways in which people online may seek to persuade childrena) Bribing: This can range from offering money and gifts. The gifts may even be in the form of
points or lives and in-game rewards in an online game.
b) Flattery: Constant attention and praise can be a way of winning the affection of the targeted
child.
c) Sexualized games and intimacy building: Gradual introduction of subtly sexual allusions in
conversation or during play are used to test the child’s vulnerability. If the child positively
responds to his overtures, he will attempt to build further intimacy with the child.
d) Desensitization: They try to desensitize the child to sexual acts by showing the child,
pornography and child sexual abuse imagery. Constant exposure to explicit content may
‘normalize’ sexual behavior for the child and ‘desensitize’ her/him.
e) Threats and blackmail: They employ forceful coercion to gain access to the child.
f) Scattergun approach: When they do not know what the child will respond to, they may try all
of the above in an effort to win the child’s attention and interest.
g) Inform and discuss with friends, family members, teachers or anyone you trust any annoying
or uncomfortable occurrence or activity such as extra friendly behaviour, cyber stalking,
bullying and strange behavior online.
3.3.2 Protecting Oneself/Child from becoming a victim of cyber grooming:
1. One must be educated as to not accept a friend request from unknown people on social
media platforms. Cyber groomer can even create a fake account to befriend victims.
2.

One must be educated as to not share their personal information like date of birth, address,
phone number and school name on social media or other online platforms. One can go to the
privacy settings on their social media platforms as to select who can access their posts
online. One must try to restrict access of their profile to their friends only.

23

CBSE and Cyber Peace Foundation (2020). Handbook for Students of Secondary & Senior Secondary Schools.
Retrieved from http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/Manuals/Cyber_Safety_Manual.pdf
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3.

One must always be cautious when the person one is chatting to give too many compliments
regarding their appearance in just a short span of your acquaintance.

4.

One must avoid talking to people who ask questions related to one’s physical or sexual
experiences. One can either ask the person to stop asking such questions when it makes one
feel uncomfortable. If they continue to do the same, one must immediately inform
parents/elders/teachers etc.

5.

One must educate people to not talk to people who ask to share their sexually explicit
photographs or videos.

6.

Educate children to never turn on webcam for any unknown person.

7.

Educate a child to talk to their elders or parents, if their chat partner suggests keeping their
conversation with them secret.

8.

Educate a child as to not go and meet any person whom they met online alone. One must
always take a friend or any elder person while going to meet someone whom one met
online.

9.

One must be educated/made aware to never install unwanted software and apps like dating
app, online games etc. from unknown sources. One should be careful while chatting in chat
rooms. One should never share personal details in the chat room and limit their identity.

3.3.3. What can one do if they are a victim of cyber grooming?
1. Inform parents/elders immediately. Inform Teacher/Head of the institution if an incident
occurs in school.
2. Block the groomer/attacker if the groomer is using a social media platform.
3. One must collect and save messages, pictures or videos sent by the groomer and can be
used as evidence to take legal action against the groomer.
4. Elders/parents must be made aware so they can contact the local police station to lodge a
complaint against the groomer.

3.4 GAMING
Games can offer children a way to escape from the real world and immerse themselves in
a virtual world. Increasingly, children play games on mobile phones, consoles, laptops,
computers, portable gaming devices and social media. While playing you could interact with
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other gamers through a microphone or a webcam. Cybercriminals can find a way to victimize
children through befriending them online, cyberbullying or sharing inappropriate content.
Children should be made aware of the risks and how to handle certain situations24.
3.4.1. Potential Risks Associated With Online Gaming
a) Some games let children play and chat with anyone in the world. There are many
aggressive players online who may bully you.
b) Some players play simply to bully or harass others. They may use inappropriate
language or cheat others. It is important for you to be careful.
c) Some young people through online games are abusing the fear around the challenge
to encourage others to self-harm and carry out various dares and post the results
online under the guise of some game challenge. Do not give in to such provocation
and/or challenge. Stop playing such games and inform your parents/ elders.
d) Many adults and cyber criminals pretend to be children while playing online games.
They may try to befriend you by giving tips about the games, sharing points with you
and trying to win your trust. They may use this opportunity to get your personal
information or influence you for a one-to-one meeting.
e) Some games may have content which might upset you. This could include violence,
horror, or sex or induce you to self-harm. Do not play these games and talk to an
adult if you are upset.
f) Online games are sedentary in nature and children can be involved for long periods
without moving around. It is good advice to take breaks every hour or alternate online
games with outdoor activities.
g) Be aware of when you feel like you might be getting addicted to online gaming.
Check if your online games, stop you from seeing your friends or family.

24



Take the place of doing homework



Make it hard to stop thinking about playing



Make you unable to stop playing, even when you need to sleep.

CBSE and Cyber Peace Foundation (2020). Handbook for Students Of Secondary & Senior Secondary Schools.
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3.4.2 How Can One Protect themselves?
1. Educate children as to not share their personal information like name, D.O.B, address and
phone number with players while playing online games. One doesn’t know or is aware as to
who the players are and what are their intention? One may end up sharing their information
with scammers or cyber bullies.
2. Educate children to never share their or their parents credit card/debit card details with
anyone when they are playing online games. Some cyber criminals befriend children by
helping them winning games or sharing points.
3. Educate to never install games downloaded from free online gaming websites that are not
reputed. Never download games by clicking on links received on mail or text message or
through a pop-up. One may end up downloading viruses and malware which can compromise
the security of their computer’s or smart phone.
4. Always install a good anti-virus software on one’s computer, smartphone, or handheld
devices. Regularly update the anti-virus and other applications.
5. Never share passwords with anyone. One should use a complex password for their online
gaming account and other online accounts. It is a good practice to change passwords at
regular interval.
6. Never use voice chat or webcam while playing online games. This may share one’s identity
with other players and attract cyber bullies and other cyber criminals.
7. Educate children to never meet in person with someone from one’s online gaming world.
8. If anyone faces any challenge in online gaming world, one must immediately inform their
parents or elders so that they can gain immediate support and guidance.
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4. LAWS RELATED TO CYBER SAFETY
“Police” and “Public Order” are State subjects as per the Constitution of India. States/UTs are
primarily responsible for the prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of crimes
including crimes related to the exploitation of children; through their law enforcement
machinery. The law enforcement agencies take legal action as per provisions of law against
persons involved in digital sexual exploitation/ abuse of children. The Information Technology
(IT) Act, 2000 has adequate provisions to deal with prevailing cybercrimes. Section 67B of the
Act specifically provides stringent punishment for publishing, browsing or transmitting child
pornography in electronic form. Further, sections 354A and 354D of Indian Penal Code provide
punishment for cyber bullying and cyber stalking against women 25. Some of the Laws related to
cyber-crime are stated below
4.1 Child Pornography
As defined under Section 2 (da) of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012
(inserted by Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act, 2019 child
pornography means any visual depiction of sexually explicit conduct involving a child which
include photograph, video, digital or computer-generated image indistinguishable from an
actual child, and image created, adapted, or modified, but appear to depict a child.
4.1.1 Applicable Legal Provisions
A. Section 11(v) and (vi) of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO)
Act, 2012
Sec. 11 - Sexual harassment- A person is said to commit sexual harassment upon a child when
such person with sexual intent,(i) utters any word or makes any sound, or makes any gesture or exhibits any object or part of
body with the intention that such word or sound shall be heard, or such gesture or object or part
of body shall be seen by the child; or
(ii) makes a child exhibit his body or any part of his body so as it is seen by such person or any
other person; or
25

PIB (18 JUL 2019). Digital Exploitation of Children. Retrieved from
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1579351
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(iii) shows any object to a child in any form or media for pornographic purposes; or
(iv) repeatedly or constantly follows or watches or contacts a child either directly or through
electronic, digital or any other means; or
(v) threatens to use, in any form of media, a real or fabricated depiction through electronic, film
or digital or any other mode, of any part of the body of the child or the involvement of the child
in a sexual act; or
(vi) entices a child for pornographic purposes or gives gratification therefor.
B. Section 13, 14, 15 of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act,
2012
Sec. 13 - Use of Child for pornographic purposes - Whoever, uses a child in any form of
media (including programme or advertisement telecast by television channels or internet or any
other electronic form or printed form, whether or not such programme or advertisement is
intended for personal use or for distribution), for the purposes of sexual gratification, which
includes a) representation of the sexual organs of a child;
b) usage of a child engaged in real or simulated sexual acts (with or without penetration);
c) the indecent or obscene representation of a child, shall be guilty of the offence of using a
child for pornographic purposes.

Sec. 14 - Punishment for using child for pornographic purposes - (1) Whoever uses a child or
children for pornographic purposes shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which shall
not be less than five years and shall also be liable to fine and in the event of second or
subsequent conviction with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than seven years and
also be liable to fine.
(2) Whoever using a child or children for pornographic purposes under sub-section (1), commits
an offence referred to in section 3 or section 5 or section 7 or section 9 by directly participating
in such pornographic acts, shall be punished for the said offences also under section 4, section 6,
section 8 and section 10, respectively, in addition to the punishment provided in sub-section (1).
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Sec.15 - Punishment for storage of pornographic material involving child - (1) Any person,
who stores or possesses pornographic material in any form involving a child, but fails to delete
or destroy or report the same to the designated authority, as may be prescribed, with an intention
to share or transmit child pornography, shall be liable to fine not less than five thousand rupees
and in the event of second or subsequent offence, with fine which shall not be less than ten
thousand rupees.
(2) Any person, who stores or possesses pornographic material in any form involving a child for
transmitting or propagating or displaying or distributing in any manner at any time except for the
purpose of reporting, as may be prescribed, or for use as evidence in court, shall be punished
with imprisonment of either description which may extend to three years, or with fine, or with
both.
(3) Any person, who stores or possesses pornographic material in any form involving a child for
commercial purpose shall be punished on the first conviction with imprisonment of either
description which shall not be less than three years which may extend to five years, or with fine,
or with both and in the event of second or subsequent conviction, with imprisonment of either
description which shall not be less than five years which may extend to seven years and shall
also be liable to fine.

C. Section 66E of the Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000
Violation of privacy- Section 66E of I.T. Act provides punishment for violation of privacy.
Whoever intentionally or knowingly captures or publishes or transmits the images of a private
area of any person without his or her consent in which violates the privacy of that person is
punishable with imprisonment which may extend upto three years with fine not exceeding rupees
two lakh or with both.26
Explanation.–For the purposes of this section–
(a) ―transmit‖ means to electronically send a visual image with the intent that it be viewed by a
person or persons;

26

IT Act,2000 s 66E
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(b) ―capture‖, with respect to an image, means to videotape, photograph, film or record by any
means;
(c) ―private area‖ means the naked or undergarment clad genitals, public area, buttocks or
female breast:
(d) ―publishes‖ means reproduction in the printed or electronic form and making it available for
public;
(e) ―under circumstances violating privacy‖ means circumstances in which a person can have a
reasonable expectation that–
(i) he or she could disrobe in privacy, without being concerned that an image of his
private area was being captured; or
(ii) any part of his or her private area would not be visible to the public, regardless of
whether that person is in a public or private place.

D. Section 67 of the Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000
Punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material in electronic form-Whoever
publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted in the electronic form, any
material which is lascivious or appeals to the prurient interest or if its effect is such as to tend to
deprave and corrupt persons who are likely, having regard to all relevant circumstances, to read,
see or hear the matter contained or embodied in it, shall be punished on first conviction with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years and with fine
which may extend to five lakh rupees and in the event of second or subsequent conviction with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to five years and also with fine
which may extend to ten lakh rupees.27
E. 67A of the Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000
Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material containing sexually explicit act, etc.,
in electronic form - Whoever publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted in
the electronic form any material which contains sexually explicit act or conduct shall be

27

IT Act,2000 s67
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punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to five years and with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees and in the event of
second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to seven years and also with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees.28

F. 67B of the Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000
Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material depicting children in sexually
explicit act, etc., in electronic form–Whoever,–
a) publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted material in any electronic
form which depicts children engaged in sexually explicit act or conduct; or
b) creates text or digital images, collects, seeks, browses, downloads, advertises, promotes,
exchanges or distributes material in any electronic form depicting children in obscene or
indecent or sexually explicit manner; or
c) cultivates, entices, or induces children to online relationship with one or more children
for and on sexually explicit act or in a manner that may offend a reasonable adult on the
computer resource; or
d) facilitates abusing children online, or
e) records in any electronic form own abuse or that of others pertaining to sexually explicit
act with children, shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either
description for a term which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to
ten lakh rupees and in the event of second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment of
either description for a term which may extend to seven years and also with fine which
may extend to ten lakh rupees:
Provided that provisions of section 67, section 67A and this section does not extend to any book,
pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting representation or figure in electronic form–
i.

the publication of which is proved to be justified as being for the public good on the
ground that such book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting representation or
figure is the interest of science, literature, art or learning or other objects of general
concern; or

28
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ii.

which is kept or used for bona fide heritage or religious purposes. Explanation–For
the purposes of this section, “children” means a person who has not completed the
age of 18 years29.

G. Section 292 of the Indian Penal Code, (IPC), 1860
1*[292. Sale, etc., of obscene books, etc.
2*[(1) For the purposes of sub-section (2), a book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting
representation, figure or any other object, shall be deemed to be obscene if it is lascivious or
appeals to the prurient interest or if its effect, or (where it comprises two or more distinct items)
the effect of any one of its items, is, if taken as a whole, such as to tend to deprave and corrupt
persons who are likely, having regard to all relevant circumstances, to read, see or hear the
matter contained or embodied in it.]
3*[(2)] Whoevera) sells, lets to hire, distributes, publicly exhibits or in any manner puts into circulation, or
for purposes of sale, hire, distribution, public exhibition or circulation, makes, reduces or
has in his possession any obscene book, pamphlet, paper, drawing, painting,
representation or figure or any other obscene object whatsoever, or
b) imports, exports or conveys any obscene object for any of the purposes aforesaid, or
knowing or having reason to believe that such object will be sold, let to hire, distributed
or- publicly exhibited or in any manner put into circulation, or
c) takes part in or receives profits from any business in the course of which he knows or has
reason to believe that any such obscene objects are, for any of the purposes aforesaid,
made, produced, purchased, kept, imported, exported, conveyed, publicly exhibited or in
any manner put into circulation, or
d) advertises or makes known by any means whatsoever that any person is engaged or is
ready to engage in any act which is an offence under this section, or that any such
obscene object can be procured from or through any person, or
e) offers or attempts to do any act which is an offence under this section, shall be punished 1
[on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend
to two years, and with fine which may extend to two thousand rupees, and, in the event of
29
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a second or subsequent conviction, with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to five years, and also with fine which may extend to five thousand
rupees].
2*[Exception-This section does not extend to-

a) any book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting, representation or figure- (i) the
publication of which is proved to be justified as being for the public good on the ground
that such book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting, representation or figure is in
the interest of science, literature, art or learning or other objects of general concern, or (ii)
which is kept or used bona fide for religious purposes;
b) any representation sculptured, engraved, painted or otherwise represented on or inc) any ancient monument within the meaning of the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958 (24 of 1958), or
d) any temple, or on any car used for the conveyance of idols, or kept or used for any
religious purpose.]30

H. Section 354A(1) (iii) and 354C IPC, 1860
Sexual harassment and punishment for sexual harassment(1) A man committing any of the following acts—
i.

physical contact and advances involving unwelcome and explicit sexual
overtures; or

ii.

a demand or request for sexual favours; or

iii.

showing pornography against the will of a woman; or

iv.

making sexually coloured remarks, shall be guilty of the offence of sexual
harassment.

(2) Any man who commits the offence specified in clause (i) or clause (ii) or clause (iii) of
sub-section (1) shall be punished with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may
extend to three years, or with fine, or with both.
(3) Any man who commits the offence specified in clause (iv) of sub-section (1) shall be
punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to one
year, or with fine, or with both31.

30
31
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I. Section 354C- Voyeurism
Any man who watches, or captures the image of a woman engaging in a private act in
circumstances where she would usually have the expectation of not being observed either by the
perpetrator or by any other person at the behest of the perpetrator or disseminates such image1
shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which
shall not be less than one year, but which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to
fine, and be punished on a second or subsequent conviction, with imprisonment of either
description for a term which shall not be less than three years, but which may extend to seven
years, and shall also be liable to fine32.

Explanation 1--For the purpose of this section, "private act" includes an act of watching carried
out in a place which, in the circumstances, would reasonably be expected to provide privacy and
where the victim's genitals, posterior or breasts are exposed or covered only in underwear; or the
victim is using a lavatory; or the victim is doing a sexual act that is not of a kind ordinarily done
in public.
Explanation 2."Where the victim consents to the capture of the images or any act, but not to their
dissemination to third persons and where such image or act is disseminated, such dissemination
shall be considered an offence under this section.

4.2 Cyber stalking
Cyberstalking is generally defined as the use of internet or any other electronic means to
stalk and harass an individual, group or organization. A child is said to be cyberstalked when
he/she is repeatedly or constantly followed, watched or contacted through any electronic means.
The movement of the child is tracked and privacy is invaded.

4.2.1 Applicable Legal Provisions
A. Section 11(iv) of the POCSO Act, 2012
Sec. 11 - Sexual harassment- A person is said to commit sexual harassment upon a child when
such person with sexual intent, —
32
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i)

utters any word or makes any sound, or makes any gesture or exhibits any object or part
of body with the intention that such word or sound shall be heard, or such gesture or
object or part of body shall be seen by the child; or

ii)

makes a child exhibit his body or any part of his body so as it is seen by such person or
any other person; or

iii)

shows any object to a child in any form or media for pornographic purposes; or

iv)

repeatedly or constantly follows or watches or contacts a child either directly or through
electronic, digital or any other means; or

v)

threatens to use, in any form of media, a real or fabricated depiction through electronic,
film or digital or any other mode, of any part of the body of the child or the involvement
of the child in a sexual act; or

vi)

entices a child for pornographic purposes or gives gratification therefor.

B. Section 354D of the IPC,1860
(1) Any man who—
1. follows a woman and contacts, or attempts to contact such woman to foster personal
interaction repeatedly despite a clear indication of disinterest by such woman; or
2. monitors the use by a woman of the internet, email or any other form of electronic
communication, commits the offence of stalking;
Provided that such conduct shall not amount to stalking if the man who pursued it proves
that—
1. it was pursued for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime and the man accused of
stalking had been entrusted with the responsibility of prevention and detection of crime
by the State; or
2. it was pursued under any law or to comply with any condition or requirement imposed by
any person under any law; or
3. in the particular circumstances such conduct was reasonable and justified.
(2) Whoever commits the offence of stalking shall be punished on first conviction with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years and shall also be
liable to fine; and be punished on a second or subsequent conviction, with imprisonment of either
description for a term which may extend to five years, and shall also be liable to fine.
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C. Section 509 IPC,1860
Word, gesture or act intended to insult the modesty of a woman- Whoever, intending to
insult the modesty of any woman, utters any word, makes any sound or gesture, or exhibits any
object, intending that such word or sound shall be heard, or that such gesture or object shall be
seen, by such woman, or intrudes upon the privacy of such woman, shall be punished with
simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years, and also with fine33 .
4.3 Cyber Bullying
“Bullying” is defined as harassing someone with unwanted and repeated written, verbal or
physical behaviour. It also involves the use of intimidate, threat or insult to another person.
Cyberbullying is a form of criminal intimidation as the intention is to put another person under
threat.
4.3.1 Applicable Legal Provisions

D. Section 503,506,507 IPC,1860
Sec. 503 - Criminal Intimidation- Whoever threatens another with any injury to his person,
reputation or property, or to the person or reputation of any one in whom that person is
interested, with intent to cause alarm to that person, or to cause that person to do any act which
he is not legally bound to do, or to omit to do any act which that person is legally entitled to do,
as the means of avoiding the execution of such threat, commits criminal intimidation34.
Explanation. —A threat to injure the reputation of any deceased person in whom the person
threatened is interested, is within this section.
Sec. 506 - Punishment for Criminal Intimidation
Whoever commits the offence of criminal intimidation shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or
with both;
If threat be to cause death or grievous hurt, etc and if the threat be to cause death or
grievous hurt, or to cause the destruction of any property by fire, or to cause an offence
punishable with death or imprisonment for life, of with imprisonment for a term which may
33
34
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extend to seven years, or to impute unchastity to a woman, shall be punished with imprisonment
of either description for a term which may extend to seven years, or with fine, or with both35.
Sec. 507 - Criminal Intimidation by an Anonymous Communication
Whoever commits the offence of criminal intimidation by an anonymous communication,
or having taken precaution to conceal the name or abode of the person from whom the threat
comes, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to
two years, in addition to the punishment provided for the offence by the last preceding section.
4.4 Grooming
Grooming refers to the process of establishing an emotional connection with a child by
gaining his/her trust, with the intention of exploiting the child at later stage. In grooming, the
resulting exploitation is usually sexual in nature such as creating child pornographic content or
sexual abuse.
4.4.1 Applicable Legal Provisions
A. Section 11 (vi) POCSO Act, 2012
Sec. 11 - Sexual harassment- A person is said to commit sexual harassment upon a child
when such person with sexual intent,—
i.

utters any word or makes any sound, or makes any gesture or exhibits any object or part
of body with the intention that such word or sound shall be heard, or such gesture or
object or part of body shall be seen by the child; or

ii.

makes a child exhibit his body or any part of his body so as it is seen by such person or
any other person; or

iii.

shows any object to a child in any form or media for pornographic purposes; or

iv.

repeatedly or constantly follows or watches or contacts a child either directly or through
electronic, digital or any other means; or

v.

threatens to use, in any form of media, a real or fabricated depiction through electronic,
film or digital or any other mode, of any part of the body of the child or the involvement
of the child in a sexual act; or

vi.

35
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B. Section 67B(c) IT Act
Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material depicting children in sexually explicit act,
etc., in electronic form. –Whoever,–
a. publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted material in any electronic
form which depicts children engaged in sexually explicit act or conduct; or
b. creates text or digital images, collects, seeks, browses, downloads, advertises, promotes,
exchanges or distributes material in any electronic form depicting children in obscene or
indecent or sexually explicit manner; or
c. cultivates, entices or induces children to online relationship with one or more children for
and on sexually explicit act or in a manner that may offend a reasonable adult on the
computer resource; or
d. facilitates abusing children online, or
e. records in any electronic form own abuse or that of others pertaining to sexually explicit
act with children,
shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which
may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees and in the event of
second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to seven years and also with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees:

Provided that provisions of section 67, section 67A and this section does not extend to any book,
pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting representation or figure in electronic form–
i.

the publication of which is proved to be justified as being for the public good on the
ground that such book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting representation or
figure is the interest of science, literature, art or learning or other objects of general
concern; or

ii.

which is kept or used for bona fide heritage or religious purposes. Explanation–For the
purposes of this section, “children” means a person who has not completed the age of 18
years36.

36
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Explanation–For the purposes of this section, ―children means a person who has not completed
the age of 18 years.

4.5 Hacking
While ‘hacking’ is not legally defined, the components of this cybercrime are covered under the
IT Act. Hacking means dishonestly or fraudulently accessing a computer system/ device without
the permission of the owner with the intention to steal, copy, alter, destroy any data therein or
cause destruction to such system.

4.5.1 Applicable Legal Provisions
A. Section 43 IT Act,2000
[Penalty and compensation] for damage to computer, computer system, etc.–If any person
without permission of the owner or any other person who is in charge of a computer, computer
system or computer network,–
a) accesses or secures access to such computer, computer system or computer network [or
computer resource];
b) downloads, copies or extracts any data, computer data base or information from such
computer, computer system or computer network including information or data held or
stored in any removable storage medium;
c) introduces or causes to be introduced any computer contaminant or computer virus into
any computer, computer system or computer network;
d) damages or causes to be damaged any computer, computer system or computer network,
data, computer data base or any other programmes residing in such computer, computer
system or computer network;
e) disrupts or causes disruption of any computer, computer system or computer network;
f) denies or causes the denial of access to any person authorised to access any computer,
computer system or computer network by any means;
g) provides any assistance to any person to facilitate access to a computer, computer system
or computer network in contravention of the provisions of this Act, rules or regulations
made there-under;
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h) charges the services availed of by a person to the account of another person by tampering
with or manipulating any computer, computer system, or computer network;
[(i) destroys, deletes or alters any information residing in a computer resource or diminishes
its value or utility or affects it injuriously by any means;
(j) steal, conceal, destroys or alters or causes any person to steal, conceal, destroy or alter any
computer source code used for a computer resource with an intention to cause damage;]
[he shall be liable to pay damages by way of compensation to the person so affected.]37
Explanation.–For the purposes of this section,–
(i) ―computer contaminant‖ means any set of computer instructions that are designed–
(a) to modify, destroy, record, transmit data or programme residing within a computer,
computer system or computer network; or
(b) by any means to usurp the normal operation of the computer, computer system, or
computer network;
(ii) ―computer data-base‖ means a representation of information, knowledge, facts, concepts
or instructions in text, image, audio, video that are being prepared or have been prepared in a
formalised manner or have been produced by a computer, computer system or computer
network and are intended for use in a computer, computer system or computer network;
(iii) ―computer virus‖ means any computer instruction, information, data or programme that
destroys, damages, degrades or adversely affects the performance of a computer resource or
attaches itself to another computer resource and operates when a programme, data or
instruction is executed or some other event takes place in that computer resource; (iv)
―damage‖ means to destroy, alter, delete, add, modify or rearrange any computer resource
by any means. 1
[(v) ―computer source code means the listing of programme, computer commands, design
and layout and programme analysis of computer resource in any form.]
B. Section 66 IT Act, 2000

37
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Computer related offences - According to Section 66 of IT. Act, if any person dishonestly or
fraudulently does any act mentioned in section 43, such person is punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend upto three years or with fine which may extend upto rupees five
lakhs or both.38

4.6 Identity Theft
Identity theft can be defined as when someone wrongfully obtains and or uses another person
deceptively of fraudulently for an illegal purpose such as an economic gain or sexual abuse.
4.6.1 Applicable Legal Provision
A. Section 66C IT Act, 2000
Punishment for Identity theft - Section 66C deals with punishment for identity theft. Any
person who fraudulently or dishonestly makes use of electronic signature, password or other
unique identification feature of any person is punishable with imprisonment for a term which
may extend upto three years and fine which may extend upto rupees one lakh.39

4.7 Online Child Trafficking
Child trafficking is defined as the “recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or
receipt” of a child for the purpose of exploitation. This definition comes from the United Nations
Palermo Protocol, which has been adopted by Sweden and the majority of countries around the
world, making it the internationally accepted definition of human trafficking. A child is defined
by the Palermo Protocol and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) as
any person under the age of 18.
4.7.1 Applicable Legal Provisions
A. Section 5 Immoral Traffic Prevention Act (ITPA),1956
Procuring, inducing or taking person for the sake of prostitution(1) any person who
a) procures or attempts to procure a person, whether with or without his consent, for the
purpose of prostitution; or

38
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b) induces a person to go from any place, with the intent that he may for the purpose of
prostitution become the inmate of, or frequent, a brothel; or
c) takes or attempts to take a person, or causes a person to be taken, from one place to
another with a view to his carrying on, or being brought up to carry on prostitution; or
d) causes or induces a person to carry on prostitution;
shall be punishable on conviction with rigorous imprisonment for a term of not less than three
years and not more than seven years and also with fine which may extend to two thousand rupees
and if any offence under this sub-section is committed against the will of any person, the
punishment of imprisonment for a term of seven years shall extend to imprisonment for a term of
fourteen years:
Provided that if the person in respect of whom an offence committed under this sub-section,
i)

is a child, the punishment provided under this sub-section shall extend to rigorous

imprisonment for a term of not less than seven years but may extend to life; and
ii)

is a minor, the punishment provided under this sub-section shall extend to rigorous

imprisonment for a term of not less than seven years and not more than fourteen years; * * *
(3) An offence under this section shall be triablea) in the place from which a person is procured, induced to go, taken or caused to be taken
or from which an attempt to procure or take such person is made; or
b) in the place to which he may have gone as a result of the inducement or to which he is
taken or caused to be taken or an attempt to take him is made.
B. Section 366(A) IPC,1860
Procuration of Minor Girl- Whoever, by any means whatsoever, induces any minor girl
under the age of eighteen years to go from any place or to do any act with intent that such girl
may be, or knowing that it is likely that she will be, forced or seduced to illicit intercourse with
another person shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to ten years, and shall
also be liable to fine40.

4.8 How to file a cybercrime complaint
40
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The cybercrime complaints can be registered with the cybercrime cells. The process of filing
the complaint is both online and offline, and the victim can choose the procedure according to
his/her convenience. It is not necessary for the victim to register the complaint in the cybercrime
cell of the city in which he or she is residing or where the crime was committed because the
cybercrime comes under the purview of global jurisdiction i.e., the cybercrime complaint can be
registered with any of the cybercrime cells established in India. Cybercrime cells have been
established in various cities of India to make it convenient for people to get proper assistance in
case of any injury or damage arising due to any cybercrime committed against them. These cells
have also been generating awareness about the cybercrimes and measures to avoid being a victim
of such crimes. Cybercrime cells maintain reports of cybercrimes and also take care of
investigations.
4.8.1 Procedure for filing cybercrime complaint: offline cyber-crime cell
Making a written complaint to the cybercrime cell has been proved to be the most acceptable
way of registering the crime as there are people who still cannot afford the charges of the internet
or who do not have required knowledge. The victim of a cybercrime can file a written complaint
in the nearest cybercrime cell or any cybercrime cell established in India. The written complaint
shall be addressed to the Head of the Cybercrime Cell and shall be accompanied with the
following information of the victim or person registering the complaint:
• Name,
• Contact details, and
• Mailing address.
Other documents which are required to be attached with the complaint depends upon the type
of cybercrime committed against the victim.
4.8.2 Procedure for filing cybercrime complaint: National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal 41
The cybercrime complaints can be registered on National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal
which is the initiative of the Government of India to facilitate the nation-wide cybercrime
complaints and to make it feasible for the victims/complainants to have access to the cybercrime
cells and all the information related to cybercrimes at their fingertips. National Cyber Crime
Reporting Portal is one of the components of Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre
established by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India and deals with all types of
cybercrimes. There are two types of complaint that can be registered on the portal:

41

n.d. [online] Available at: <https://www.cybercrime.gov.in/> [Accessed 14 May 2021].
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A. Report Crime related to Women or Children
•
•

Child Pornography (CP)
Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM)- Material containing sexually explicit images (in
any form) of a child who is abused or exploited
• Sexually explicit content (such as Rape/Gangrape)
B. Report Other Cybercrimes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile crimes
Social Media crimes
Online financial frauds
Cyber trafficking
Ransomware
Hacking

4.8.3 Procedure for reporting the cybercrime related to women or children
If the victim/complainant reports the crime related to women or children, he/she will have two
ways to register the complaint4.8.3.1 Report Anonymously
In order to register a cybercrime complaint anonymously, the victim/complainant shall follow
the following steps:


Visit the website of National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal at https://cybercrime.gov.in/



The complainant will not have to provide any personal information and the complaint will be
registered anonymously.



The cybercrime related to Child Pornography (CP), Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM),
Sexually explicit content such as Rape/Gang Rape (RGR) can only be reported anonymously.
While reporting the cybercrime (relating to women or children) on the portal, the
complainant will have to provide the following information onlyIncidental details
• Category of the cybercrime
• Date and time of the incident (e.g., when the sexually abusive video was uploaded on
social media)
• State and district: where the victim is residing or where the crime was committed
• Platform where the incident occurred (WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, etc.)
• Upload evidence: images, videos, documents or link to CP/RGR content.
Suspect’s details
• Suspect name
• Suspect’s identity (Email, driving license, mobile number, PAN Card, etc.)
The complainant can also add other necessary details related to the complaint or which he/she
might think would be helpful in the investigation of the crime in the description column. There
are certain other documents and information which shall be uploaded as evidence. Other
documents which are required to be attached with the complaint depends upon the type of
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cybercrime committed against the victim. Once the complaint is successfully registered, the
complainant will be provided with the PDF of his/her complaint which he can download from
the portal.
4.8.3.2 Report and track
The victim/complainant of a cybercrime related woman or children can also report the
crime by providing their legit information and can track the status of the complaint by logging in
through his/her complaint ID. The complainant will get a timely update of all the investigation
and actions taken by the police officers on his/her registered mobile number and email ID. It is
recommended that the complainant should report the crime through the “Report and Track”
option because it would be helpful for the law enforcement agencies to contact him/her for
further details or during the process of investigation. In order to report a cybercrime under
“Report & Track” option, the complainant/victim shall follow the following steps:

STEP

I-

Visit

the

website

of

National

Cyber

Crime

Reporting

Portal

at https://cybercrime.gov.in/
STEP II-The complainant shall choose the option of “Report and Track” while initiating the
registration of complaint on the portal and register himself/herself with the use of his/her name
and valid Indian mobile number. An OTP (One Time Password) will be sent to the mobile
number provided by the complainant which will be valid for 30 mins. After entering the OTP,
the complainant will be successfully registered and can proceed with the complaint.
STEP III- Once the complainant is successfully registered, he/she will have to choose the
category and sub-category of complaint (CP/RGR/Sexually Explicit Content) and will have to
provide the following details :Incident details


Date and Time of the incident (e.g., when the sexually abusive video was uploaded on
social media)



Platform where the incident occurred (WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, etc.)



Upload Evidence: images, videos, documents or link to CP/RGR content.
Suspect’s details



Suspect Name
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Suspect’s Identity (Email, Driving License, Mobile Number, PAN Card, etc.)



Suspect’s Address
Complainant’s details



Gender and Date of Birth



Father/Mother/Spouse Name



Relationship of the Complainant with the victim



Email ID (for further communication during the investigation)



Victim’s National ID (Driving License/PAN Card/Voter ID)



Complainant’s address.
The complainant can also add other necessary details related to the complaint or which

he/she might think would be helpful in the investigation of the crime in the description column.
There are certain other documents and information which shall be uploaded as evidence. Other
documents which are required to be attached with the complaint depends upon the type of
cybercrime committed against the victim.
Once the complaint is successfully registered, the complainant will be provided with a
Complaint ID through which he/she can track the status of the complaint. The same will be sent
to the complainant’s registered mobile number and email address. Also, a PDF of the complaint
will be generated on the portal.
4.8.4 Procedure for reporting other cybercrimes
In order to register an online complaint of a cybercrime on National Cyber Crime
Reporting Portal, the victim/complainant shall follow the following steps:


Visit the website of National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal at https://cybercrime.gov.in/



The complainant shall initiate the filing of the cybercrime on the portal by registering
himself/herself with the use of his/her name and valid Indian mobile number. An OTP (One
Time Password) will be sent to the mobile number provided by the complainant which will
be valid for 30 mins. After entering the OTP, the complainant will be successfully registered
and can proceed with the complaint.



Once the complainant is successfully registered, he/she will have to choose the category and
sub-category of complaint and provide the following information with regard to the alleged
cybercrime:
Incidental details
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Mode of communication (Email, WhatsApp, Website, etc.)



Date & time of the incident



Platform where the incident occurred (Twitter, Tik Tok, Website URL, etc.)



Upload evidence (if any)

 Other additional information related to the incident.
Suspect details


Suspect name



Suspect’s identity (Email, Driving License, Mobile Number, PAN Card, etc.)

 Suspect’s address
Complainant’s details


Father/mother/spouse name



Relationship of the complainant with the victim



Email ID (for further communication during the investigation)



Victim’s National ID (Driving License/PAN Card/Voter ID)

 Complainant’s address.
After filling the above-mentioned
USEFUL CONTACTS AND HELPLINE
NUMBERS FOR REPORTING CYBER
CRIME

details, the complainant will have to submit
the

complaint

by

acknowledging

the

information provided by him/her.
Once the complaint is successfully
registered, the complainant will be provided



National Police Helpline Number 100



National Cyber Crime Reporting Portalhttps://cybercrime.gov.in/Default.aspx



MHA Helpline- 155260. For Delhi &
Rajasthan (24*7) & For Chhattisgarh,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh & Madhya
Pradesh (10: 00 a.m to 6:00 pm)

with the PDF of his/her complaint which he
can download from the portal and will also
receive an email and a message on his/her
registered email address and mobile number
respectively.
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5. GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOLS
Under all circumstances, the safety of children is of utmost importance and every action
taken with regard to children should be carefully undertaken so as to prevent any kind of
violation, abuse, harassment and should ensure that there is no threat to the well-being of the
children. For this, NCPCR had recommended (17.04.2020), the following points that needs to
be taken into consideration by the schools/institutionsa. In case the school/institution is conducting online classes using any software
application/social media platform, the responsibility to ensure safety of children in the
digital space shall that be of the school/institution.
b. The schools/institutions should follow all the necessary safety measures given by the
authorities from time to time. Also, the criteria for using a particular app for children
should also be adhered to.
c. The participation of children in virtual classrooms should be under parental supervision.
For this, the schools/institutions should provide proper orientation to parents.
d. The login ids should not be made in name of the students and the students should only be
attending the online classes/interaction as a guest.
e. The entire control of the virtual classroom should be with the teacher only so that to
prevent them falling into prey of cyber bullying/abuse.
As the safety and security of children in school’s physical infrastructure is the
responsibility of the schools/institutions, similarly safety and security of children
in the digital infrastructure (online education) is also the responsibility of the
school. Neglecting the safety and security of children in any manner shall attract
strict action against the school/institution under section 75 of the Juvenile Justice
Act, 2015 and other relevant sections of the existing laws.

In addition, NCERT has laid down the following specific ‘Guidelines for Schools’ that all
schools shall adhere to-

5.1 Identify Threat Vulnerability and Assess Risk Exposure

1. Slow and sluggish behavior of the system.
2. Inexplicable disappearance of system screen while working. Unexpected pop ups or
unusual error messages.
3. Drainage of system battery life before expected period. Appearance of the infamous
BSOD (Blue Screen of Death).
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4. Crashing of programs/ system. Inability to download updates.
5. Navigation to new browser homepage, new toolbars and/or unwanted websites without
any input.
6. Circulation of strange messages from your email-id to friends.
7. Appearance of new, unfamiliar icons on Desktop.
8. Appearance of unusual message or programs which start automatically.
9. Unfamiliar programs running in Task Manager.
5.2 Develop Protection and Detection Measures

1. Invest in a robust firewall.
2. Have students and teachers create strong passwords.
3. Have a password protocol that specifies strong password guidelines, frequent change of
passwords, avoid reuse of old passwords.
4. Use only verified open source or licensed software and operating systems.
5. Ensure that computer systems and labs are accessed only by authorized personnel.
6. Discourage use of personal devices on the network, such as personal USBs or hard
drives.
7. Set up computers for automatic software and operating system updates. Check that
antivirus software in each system is regularly updated.
8. Consider blocking of file extensions such as .bat, .cmd, .exe, .pif by using content
filtering software.
9. Read the freeware and shareware license agreement to check if adware and
spyware are mentioned, before installing them on systems.
10. Use encryption such as SSL or VPN for remote access to office or school lab,
through internet.
11. Ensure that third-party vendors (who have contract with the school) have strong
security measures in place.
12. Consider contracting with a trusted / verified third-party vendor to monitor the
security of your school’s network.
13. Institute two or multi factor authentication for students, teachers and administrators when
they log on.
14. Protect your Wi-Fi Connection with secure password, WEP encryption, etc. Encrypt the
network traffic.
15. Change the administrator’s password from the default password. If the wireless
network does not have a default password, create one and use it to protect the
network.
16. Disable file sharing on computers.
17. Turn off the network during extended periods of non-use etc.
18. Use "restricted mode", "safesearch", "supervised users" and other similar filters and
monitoring systems, so that no child can access harmful content via the school’s IT
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systems, and any concerns can be detected quickly.
5.3 Protect Sensitive Data
1. Design and implement information security and access control programmes and policies
by evaluating the storage (used/ unused), access, security and safety of sensitive
information.
2. Never store critical information in the system’s C drive.
3. Backup critical data (contact numbers, email IDs, Aadhaar number etc.) in an off-site
location.
4. Establish safe reporting guidelines and escalation methods to protect the identity of the
person who reports the breach of security.
5.4 Respond to and Recover from Cyber Security Incidents
1. Initial assessment: To ensure an appropriate response, it is essential that the response team
find out:
1.1. How the incident occurred?
1.2. Which IT and/or OT systems were affected and how?
1.3. The extent to which the commercial and/or operational data was affected? To what
extent any threat to IT and OT remains?
2. Recover systems and data: Following the initial assessment of the cyber incident, IT and
OT systems and data should be cleaned, recovered and restored, as much as possible, to
an operational condition by removing threats from the system and restoring the software.
3. Investigate the incident: To understand the
causes and consequences of a cyber incident, an
investigation should be undertaken by the
company, with support from an external expert,
if appropriate. The information from an
investigation will play a significant role in
preventing a potential recurrence.

School should immediately
report any incident of
violation of cybersecurity for
children- such as online child
sexual abuse material, to the
appropriate authorities and
register on National Cyber
Crime Reporting Portal

4. Prevent re-occurrence: Complying with the
outcome of the investigation mentioned above, any inadequacies in technical and/or
procedural protection measures should be addressed, in accordance with the company
procedures for implementation of corrective action.

5.5 Educate Your Stakeholders
1. Frame cyber safety rules as Do’s and Don’ts for the Schools.
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2. Orient school administrators with the latest tools that can be used to monitor the sites
visited by the students/ teachers.
3. Orient the stakeholders on cyber laws (http://cyberlawsindia.net/)
4. Consult cyber security professionals to raise awareness levels about the risks in cyber
space and their preventive measures
5. Introduce courses/ lessons/ activities for students and teachers on major components of
cyber security and safety.
6. Advocate, model and teach safe, legal, and ethical use of digital information and
technology.
7. Promote and model responsible social interactions related to the use of technology and
information
8. Celebrate Safer Internet Day (February 5th) and conduct activities to create awareness
through cyber clubs
9. Establish a relationship with a reputable cybersecurity firm/ organisation.
10. Follow guidelines, policies and procedures to keep the school safe and secure in
cyberspace.
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6. FREQUENTLY ASKED INFORMATION
1. What is personal information:
Personal information is the information/details that can potentially be used to identify a
particular person. Such information can sometimes be collected by:
a) an institution for maintaining records of a child admitted in school or
b) Can be uploaded/filled by oneself to access a site/social media etc knowingly or
unknowingly.
Personal Information may include full name, address, phone numbers, school, date of birth,
email address, usernames and passwords, bank details.
2. Why one should not give personal information?
One needs careful with how much personal information one shares/reveals online. Sharing of
one’s address, phone number, birthday and other personal information can mean that one can be
at a greater risk of identity theft, stalking and harassment. This also includes information that one
posts on social media. It is of utmost importance to keep in mind that such information may
sometimes if leaked through any unauthorized source/ cyber- attack can be misused by criminals
to indulge in any harmful activity like scams, spams, identity theft, phishing, frauds etc.
3. How can one make safe online accounts?
To operate in a safe cyber-space, children may be educated to create safe online accounts that are
protected by strong passwords, by sharing limited personal information etc and explained do and
don’ts of using cyber platforms. Few suggestions are listed below for lowering chances of being
a cyber victim:
a) By setting Strong passwords: To set a strong password, one must select carefully. As
recommended by experts one must now use a ‘pass phrase’ rather than simply a password.
The phrase should be relatively long, perhaps 20 characters or so and consist of seemingly
random words strung together along with numbers, symbols and upper and lower-case letters.
Do’s and don’ts for creating passwords that can be taught to children are :
Do’s:


Use between 12 and 20 characters — longer passwords are stronger.



Use a combination of words that aren't predictable but that you can remember.
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 Use two-factor authentication on accounts containing personal information.
Don’ts:


Use pet names, birthdates, family or friends’ names, favourite foods, colours or singers in
your new passwords.



Use a predictable combination of words e.g. 'ilovehiking', a context specific word e.g.
'google' or repeated sequential characters e.g. 'aaaaaa' or '123456'.



Avoid using famous quotations that might be easy to guess.



Do not share passwords with others, even with friends.

4. Safety on Social Media:
Most people use social media to stay connected with
friends and have fun. However, there are some people who
use it as a platform to offend people or cause them harm. It
is especially important to educate a child about how to be
safe from such elements. Teachers/schools/Educational
Institutions can educate the children about the following:

Schools shall not allow
use of social media
platforms in schools by
students, teachers or
anyone engaged in
school

a) Setting Profile to Private: One must think carefully
about what one posts online and who should be its audience. Children should be educated
to consider setting their profile settings to 'friends/followers' only.
b) Remember anything you post can be shared: Children must be educated that even with
strong privacy settings in place, it is important to know that whatever one posts online is
never private and can be shared. It is therefore important that one must always think
before posting.
c) Recognize the fakes: Children must be educated that not everyone on social media will be
who they say they are. There can be young people and adults who pretend to be someone
else and could cause harm. For example: They may want to trick you into sharing private
or personal information that they could use against you. It's important that one should
never meet up with someone you don't know, and that you always let an adult know
where you are going and who you are meeting. There have been occasions where
children are tricked into meeting adults who then cause them harm.
d) Protect your identity: Children must be educated that their phone number, address, bank
details and any information that may hint at their passwords should never be shared
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online. Experienced password hackers or phishing sites can piece together the
information to gain access to your account or use your identity to create a new one. One
must make sure passwords are strong, change them regularly and always keep them
private.
e) Let your friends and family know about your online choices: Children must be educated
that children should let their family elders and friends know what they do online. Make
sure your friends and family know your preferences about uploading pictures, tagging
location or sharing information that is expected to be confidential.

5. Plagiarism and Copy Rights
Plagiarism can be defined as:


to steal and pass off (the ideas or words of another) as one's own;



to use (another's production) without crediting the source;



to commit literary theft;

 to present as new and original an idea or product derived from an existing source.
One of the most serious issues regarding plagiarism is a violation of copyright as Intellectual
property laws. It is very important for parents and teachers to educate students about piracy, &
plagiarism and how its violation has legal implications. Children these days have access to many
websites and data which they may access at home and which may be blocked from the school
system. Elders must speak to the children about the harms of plagiarism, piracy etc and the many
ways in which punishment can be implemented. Students must make sure that they are educated
on such topics and further, how to cite their sources in case they are using data from any source.
Children can take the help of accredited sites to cite sources.
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CHILD SAFETY CHECKLIST FOR SCHOOLS
This safety checklist takes into consideration different dimensions of child safety and provides
indicators under five important sections. Section-I deals with Physical Safety, Section-II Emotional and Personal Safety, Section III - Social Safety, Section-IV - Emergency
Preparedness, and Section-V deals with Cyber Safety.

This checklist may be adhered to by all schools while conducting inspections and audits.

Indicative Checklist for Safety Inspections in School
Section-I:Physical Safety
S. No

Statements

School Building
1.

Is the School building as per the norms under National
Building Code of India 2005?

2.

Does the school maintain the standards and norms of the
school as specified in section 19 of the RTE Act?

3.

Has the building been certified as per the norms as safe
for housing the students by the local authorities?

4.

Is the school building and premises free from
inflammable and toxic materials?

5.

Are there ramps at the entry to the school, classrooms,
toilets, playground, library, canteen and auditorium for
children with disabilities?

6.

Whether
Alarm
system/Centralized
Public
Announcement system are installed in the school?

7.

Is the CCTV monitoring system monitored regularly?
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Yes/No

Remarks

8.

Are the electrical fittings in the classrooms and corridor
working properly and are secured properly?

9.

Switch Board/main switches working properly, are the
switch board covered and cautioned?

10.

Whether checked if water coolers and other electrical
gadgets are transferring shock? If yes than remedial
measures taken or not?

11.

Has there been any case of electric shock or problem of
any type reported by the staff/student?

12.

Any Sparks or Short circuit occurred in past one week?

13.

Are the corridors and staircases clear of obstruction?

14.

Classroom door and emergency doors clear of
obstruction?

15.

Floor evacuation plan displayed properly.

16.

Fire extinguishers are in place.

17.

Any high voltage wires / cables/towers in the school
premises?
If yes, access is restricted properly?

18.

Water filter/ purifier/ RO system functional?

19.

School has separate toilets as per prescribed, for girls
and boys?

20.

Are there separate toilets for children with disabilities?

21.

Are there separate toilet blocks for children for 3 to 6
years of age?

22.

Are there attendants for children in age group for 3-6
years to assist children?

23.

Is there running water facility in all the toilets?

24.

If toilets are cleaned and maintained regularly?

25.

If toilets are having arrangements for disposing waste
material, especially for girls? Are these functional?
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26.

Whether ceiling tiles or plaster hanging from the
wall/roof?

27.

Is there any dampness in wall?

28.

Cross ventilation in classrooms and library maintained
or not?

29.

Are rooms properly illuminated with lighting?

30.

Any Problem in chemical labs? Whether chemicals
placed properly, ventilated and exhaust working?

31.

Is lightening conductor in place and working properly?
(Specially prior to and during Rainy Season)

32.

Is First Aid kit in place?

33.

Any suggestions from students/staff for upgrading floor
safety?

34.

Is the school premises disabled friendly?

35.

Is lift in the school is capable of serving the needs of
children with disabilities.

36.

Open wells/ponds (if exists) in the school campus have
protective walls and iron grills covering the
wells/ponds?

37.

Whether movement of students towards
wells/ponds/river/canals/tanks (if exists) is restricted?

38.

Does the School have a swimming pool?

39.

Are the (Sports Authority of India) SAI guidelines for
swimming pool being followed?

Fire Safety Management
40.

Does the school have a fire safety certificate?

41.

Is the fire safety certificate of school updated and
renewed periodically?

42.

Does the school have adequate fire fighting systems in
place to meet any emergency?
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43.

Is the school in touch with local fire fighting agencies
for mock drill training to a crisis management group?

44.

Are emergency steps in place in the school for fire
safety management?

45.

Is there a trained management team available in the
school for initial fire hazard management?

46.

Is the school in touch with the local fire safety
authorities for training and retraining the people?

47.

Has the school obtained NOC from Fire and Rescue
Services Department?

48.

Are there any cracks in the school structures and are
steps being taken to repair them?

49.

Is the school situated in old or dilapidated buildings?

50.

If so, has it been brought to the notice of the local
authorities or management so that adequate steps are
taken for relocating the school?

51.

Is there a trained disaster management group available
in school for initial response?

52.

Is the school in touch with the local disaster
management authorities for training and retraining
them?

53.

Is the school located near any railway track?

54.

If yes, is the impact of such locations being examined
by the local authorities for the safety of the students?

Earthquake Management
55.

Is the school situated in the earthquake risk zone?

56.

How safe is the school building to face a natural disaster
of this kind?

57.

Are there any emergency steps in place for disaster
preparedness at schools?

58.

Are periodic earthquake drills being conducted as per
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the guidelines of NDMA?
59.

Have necessary steps been taken during construction of
the building for earthquake safety for the building?

60.

Are the staff of the school trained/ oriented for initial
response w.r.to disaster management?

61.

Is the school in touch with the local disaster
management authorities for training and retraining
them?

Flood/Cyclone/landslide Management
62.

Is the school situated near seashore or a river? If so, are
adequate measures taken to avoid easy access by
children?

63.

Are there any contingency plan prepared by school in
dealing with natural disasters such as floods/flash
floods, cyclones, cloud bursts and heavy rains?

64.

Is there a transport mechanism in place for emergency
transport of students?

65.

Is the school situated on hilltops or where there is a
possibility of landslide?

66.

If so, adequate measures are in place to evacuate
children, if required?

67.

Is the school located near an industry or a chemical
factory producing fatal chemical products?

68.

If so, adequate measures are in place to evacuate
children or carry out first aid, if required?

Electrical Safety
69.

How safe are the electrical systems in the school? Are
they being checked periodically?

70.

Has the school ensured limited access to the area of
electrical installation only to those who are required?

71.

Are there any uncovered live wires?
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72.

Warning signs are displayed near electric poles?

Safety from Constructional Hazards
73.

Does the school have any ongoing construction?
Permission from local authorities for construction/repair
has been taken?

74.

Has the school put barricades and signboards in the
construction area prohibiting the movement of students?

75.

Water storage sources for any construction are covered
to prevent small children from any possible mishap.

Safety in the Playground and Sports Activities
Is the school following guidelines and norms and
76.
standards laid down by Sports Authority of India (SAI)?
77.

Has the school obtained NOC from the competent
authority before starting sports facilities?

78.

Has the school conducted police verification of the staff
employed for sports activities in the school?

79.

Coaches employed in the school are qualified or
trained?

80.

Sports specific standard safety equipment like helmet,
lifeguard jackets, safety guards etc are made available
for the players?

81.

Is the school playground safe for the students to play
games?

Water Safety
82.

Is the safety certificate for drinking water has been
obtained or not?

83.

Is the water source well protected?

84.

Is the water provided to the students tested by the local
authorities periodically?

85.

Does the school ensure safe potable water always?
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86.

Does the school have a water management system in the
event of a fire? Is there access to such sources?

Laboratory Safety
87.

Are the laboratories in the school positioned as per
rules?

88.

Is there space for free mobility for students in case of an
emergency?

89.

Are the chemicals and instruments kept safely beyond
the access of others?

90.

Is there a first aid box available in the laboratory?

91.

Is there proper ventilation and exhaust facility in the
laboratory?

92.

Has the school displayed the first aid procedures for the
students in the laboratory?

93.

Is the school team trained to meet any emergency in the
laboratory?

Transport Management and Safety
94.

Is the school owning/ running buses on lease for
students?

95.

Has the school complied with the rules and regulations
stipulated by the local transport authorities and
guidelines by Ministry of Road Transport and
Highways.

96.

Are the teachers’ delegated responsibilities for transport
management?

97.

Are the school bus drivers trained and have a regular
license?

98.

Police verification of bus staff, mainly drivers have
been done before appointing them.

99.

Has the school obtained a signed affidavit from all its
employees that they have not been accused of offence
under any child related laws/legislations, particularly
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POCSO Act, 2012 and JJ Act, 2015?
100.

Does the school ensure whether the students are
cautioned to keep a safe distance before starting the
bus?

101.

Are the students trained by the school in maintaining
orderliness in buses?

102.

Have the children been exposed to traffic rules?

103.

Fire extinguishers are there in the school bus? Details
please.

104.

Whether seats for children with locomotors disability
are reserved in the bus?

105.

Is there a first aid box in the school bus?

106.

Is there a student feedback system with regard to
transport facility, driver/conductor etc.?

107.

Dos a teacher or attendant escort the children till their
stop after de-boarding the bus?

Section-II: Emotional and Personal Safety:
Trauma Management
108.

Does the school have a trauma management team to
meet any accident or disaster?

109.

Does the school have the contacts available for trauma
management?

110.

Are the senior persons in the school aware of the
telephone number of the hospitals, ambulance and the
fire stations near the school?

Safety of the children with disabilities
111.

Are the school and premises disabled friendly?

112.

Are there any designated official in the school who is
entrusted with the exclusive responsibility of their needs
in any emergency?
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113.

Whether students who are differently abled are
accompanied by a Teacher or attendant when using
toilets?

114.

Teachers and Students are educated and sensitive to
fellow students who are differently abled?

Health
115.

Does the school keep the medical records of students with
special health problems?

116.

Is there is a doctor-on-call for emergency, in school?

117.

Does school hold regular health check-ups as prescribed by
the Department of Education (DoE)?

118.

Individual Child Health Card/File is maintained and updated
periodically?

119.

Parents communicate their child’s health issues to the school
authority?

120.

Does the school have tie up with a nearest hospital of the
school?

121.

Whether the medical room is equipped to handle medical
emergencies?

122.

Whether basic medicine kit/first- aid box is available in the
school.

123.

The First -Aid protocols for common injuries is displayed at
prominent places in school?

124.

Contact numbers of Doctor, Hospital, Ambulance, including
private service, for emergency medical care are displayed in
a prominent location.

125.

Teachers and key staff are trained in first aid and CPR.
Whether they have basic training in counselling,
identification of disabilities, learning difficulties etc.

126.

Whether Health Education to students on health issues
including balanced diet, nutritious alternatives to junk food,
regular eating habits, personal hygiene etc are provided.
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127.

Is there a dietician/meal planner for mid-day meals?

128.

Is there a separate kitchen with store facility for the mid-day
meal program.

129.

Whether kitchen is kept clean, hygienic, rodent and pest
free?

130.

Whether all food products are kept covered and stored
hygienically?

131.

Gas stoves with ISI mark, is kept in a safe place, maintained
and checked regularly?

132.

Children are not allowed to use the gas stove.

133.

Are teachers present when students have their meals and will
observe their eating habits?

Sanitation and Hygiene
134.

Are there separate toilets for boys and girls?

135.

Are there toilets for children with special needs?

136.

Whether toilets doors have child friendly latch?

137.

Does school regularly conduct hand washing sessions
for children?

138.

Regular inspections of water and sanitation facilities are
being conducted?

139.

Hygiene messages have been integrated into the text book
curriculum or through supplementary reading material?

Safety of Children against Sexual Abuse
Does the school have a grievance committee on Child
140.
Sexual Abuse (CSA)?
141.

All teaching, non-teaching, contractual and other staff is
sensitized on the CSA committee and child laws.

142.

All teaching and non-teaching staff is specifically
trained to be alert to signs and indicators of child abuse

143.

Are parents and students sensitized from time to time on
the Child Protection Policy/Guidelines/child laws and
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reporting Mechanisms?
144.

Is there a recruitment and verification protocol and
procedure in place for teaching, non-teaching,
contractual, voluntary and other staff, before they are
allowed to work with the children?

145.

Is there a clearly laid out procedure and line of reporting
for teachers and other members of the staff to be
followed, in the event of a child abused by teaching or
non-teaching staff or anyone else connected with the
school?

146.

Does the school undertake on-going training for
teaching and key non-teaching personnel on protection
of child rights, child safety and child development, child
abuse and related issues?

147.

Is the Child Safety Poster on display in prominent
locations of the school?

148.

Are there books/reading materials on child safety and
protection available in the school library and accessed
by students and Teachers?

149.

Does
school
have
a
qualified
Child
Counsellor/Psychologist – part time or full time or on
call consultant one can access when there is a
requirement related to mental health related emergency?

150.

Are children regularly oriented towards good touch and
bad touch?

151.

Are children made aware regarding preventive steps to
be taken w.r.t Child Sexual Abuse?

152.

Does the school conduct awareness programs to
sensitise students on harms of substance abuse, mutual
and peer respect, gender sensitivity, social
responsibility; and consequences of behaviour or action,
including penalisation under law such as JJ Act, 2015
and POCSO Act, 2012?

153.

Does the school has Children’s Forums or Clubs that
promote children’s participation and provides platform
for them to discuss and share with the teachers and
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those in authority on safety, protection and other
relevant issues?
Social and Emotional Safety
Are children given guidance and trained on adequate
154.
age appropriate social skills in managing emotions and
building healthy peer relationships?
155.

Is there a Anti Bullying Committee in School?

156.

Are children aware of anti-bullying committee (ABC)

157.

Through conducting sessions on life skills, are students
taught coping skills to manage fear, anger and stress and
prevent abuse on self or others to build self-esteem and
confidence among students?

158.

Are all types of bullying is discouraged and prohibited
in the school premises students are asked to refrain from
bullying, ragging, criticism, rude language, and
malicious gossiping?

Cyber Safety
159.

Is access to computer rooms and use of electronic and
technological devices by students supervised by
teachers?

160.

Are Social Networking sites blocked in the school
computers?

161.

Are students regularly educated on safe usage of
technology and how to be responsible digital citizen –
sensible use of mobiles, sms, mms, internet, mail or net
chats, effect of plagiarism and how to avoid risky
behaviour?

162.

Are students educated to understand their
responsibilities, the consequences under the laws on
cyber misuse, bullying, harassment etc,?

163.

Are School Authority and children oriented on
procedures to be followed and steps prescribed within
the legal frame work in the event of cyber abuse or
crime – legal recourse and information about Cyber
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Crime Department in the Police?
164.

Are cyber-crimes
confidentiality?

165.

Whether the school have a document that defines
procedures and policies that the school implements to
safeguard against any online safety incident?
Whether the school have a special committee that
implements the provisions under the guidelines
regarding cyber safety?
Whether the school have any draft policy regarding
actions to be taken against an accused (Students,
teachers or other staff members) of cyber- crime?
Whether or not the school have any monitoring
committee to track any kind of cyber- attack on children
when at school?
Whether or not the school provides education regarding
cyber-crimes through various mediums to educate the
child about what cyber-crimes are and what are the do’s
and don’ts that a child must keep in mind to ensure
his/her safety and further are children educated to keep
their personal data and information secure to minimize
the risks of cyber-crime?
Whether or not the school have a special redressal cell
for a child victim of any kind of cyber- crime / Whether
or not the school have proper information as to which
authorities cybercrime can be reported? Are School
Authority and children oriented on procedures to be
followed and steps prescribed within the legal
framework in the event of cyber abuse or crime – legal
recourse and information about Cyber Crime
Department in the Police?
Whether or not the school ensures supervision on
children when they attend computer labs classes or any
other classroom where they can become a victim of
cyber-crime?
Whether or not the staff of the school are well
informed/educated on e-safety/cyber-safety of children?
Does the school have any drafted policy on misuse of
technology/equipment’s by pupils and staff?
Does the school have any policy on monitoring the
usage of camera’s including webcams, the use of video

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.
173.
174.
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handled

with

sensitivity

and

conferencing equipment, mobile phones etc. by the staff
or children to ensure safety of children.

The above questionnaire needs to be answered by each and every school. The Heads of
institutions would discuss the issues in the school managements and take appropriate steps in this
regard. They should also discuss these issues in their staff meetings to bring greater awareness
among the staff and to increase their sensitivity to these issues.
The School Management Committee and Parent Teacher Association shall strictly monitor the
compliance to this checklist through periodic Safety and Security Audits of the schools as
mentioned in the section of School Level Monitoring of the Manual.
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